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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Cold atoms 

Cold atom physics is a rapidly growing field in experimental physics. A breakthrough 
was the realization of the magneto-optical trap (MOT) by Clm and coworkers in 1987 [1], 
which was proposed by Dalibard. It has become a standard source of cold atoms for a large 
number of experiments because it is robust, reliable and fairly easy to build. The ability to 
confine atomic samples by laser light and magnetic fields without environmental contact 
provides excellent control over the atoms, necessary for high-resolution experiments. For 
example, cold atoms are nowadays used in time-metrology: the application of cold atom 
fountains [2] increased the accuracy of atomic clocks by two orders of magnitude [3], 
Aside from these practical applications, ultracold samples are of interest because of their 
quantum mechanical properties. This led to the observation of Bose-Einstein condensation 
(BEC) in 1995 in cold dilute samples of alkali-metal vapors [4] which was recently rewarded 
with the Nobel prize. The standard route to BEC is to trap atoms in a MOT and 
subsequently in a magnetic field gradient. By using evaporative cooling techniques the 
phase-space density is further increased. 

However, it is important and interesting to explore also other ways to create a BEC, in 

particular by optical means, i.e. to use laser fields. This is the interest of the experiments 

we perform in our group [5]. We aim to create a low-dimensional quantum degenerate 

gas in an optical standing wave potential. This trap is to be loaded by an optical Ra

man transition, driven by an evanescent wave. The first step was the realization of an 

evanescent-wave atomic mirror, and to characterize its behaviour. 

Optical potentials can be used as attractive or repulsive potentials depending on the 

detuning, the difference between the frequency of the light and the atomic transition 

frequency. In this way one can construct light fields which act like atom gratings [6], 

lenses [7], and mirrors [8]. Already in 1982 Cook and Hill proposed the use of a blue 

detuned evanescent wave (EW) as an atomic mirror, or atomic "trampoline" [9]. Due 

to the short extension (on the order of the wavelength of the light), the duration of the 
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reflection is very short, which keeps the number of scattered photons small. In 1987 

Balykin et al. experimentally realized an EW mirror for atoms at grazing incidence [10], 

and in 1990 atoms dropped normal to the surface (from a MOT) were reflected [11]. The 

turning point of the atomic trajectory inside the EW is very close to the surface, and 

the van der Waals force was measured by careful analysis of the fraction of bouncing 

atoms [12]. Our group has built an atomic trampoline for rubidium atoms and in 2000 

we reported on radiation pressure exerted by an EW mirror by measuring the deflection 

angle of reflected atoms [13]. 

An EW can also be used to cool atoms by making use of photon scattering, which leads 

to transitions between different internal states of the atom. Such an inelastic reflection, 

or elementary Sisyphus process was reported in 1996 [14] and investigated in detail by 

the group of Grimm [15, 16]. By multiple inelastic reflections they extracted almost 

all energy from the atoms, while simultaneously the atomic density was increased. The 

low dimension of this Gravito-Optical Surface Trap reduces photon re-absorption [17]. 

The atoms reach a temperature of 300 nK and almost two orders of magnitude gain of 

phase-space density was achieved [18]. We also constructed and characterized such an 

inelastic atom mirror because it is a crucial step in loading our standing-wave optical 

trap. Our experiments provided high resolution measurements on the density profile of 

the reflected atom cloud. From these data wre are able to obtain detailed information 

about the reflection process, and it revealed an unexpected and novel physical process: a 

stochastic rainbow [19]. 

We pursue a low-dimensional quantum gas in a standing wave trap. Atoms are trapped 

in the nodes (anti-nodes) of the interference pattern of a blue (red) detuned laser beam, 

interfering with its reflection. To obtain high phase space density, the atoms have to be 

loaded preferentially into a single potential minimum. To address a single anti-node one 

needs a highly spatially selective light field which transfers atoms from a free state, to a 

trapped state. A promising tool to do this is an evanescent wave [5]. When atoms are 

dropped on the EW, they are slowed down and reflected. Raman scattering by the EW 

around the turning point transfers the atom into a (single) potential minimum of the SW. 

We calculated that the phase space density of trapped atoms may increase up to three 

orders of magnitude compared with the MOT [5]. Another feature is the bosonic nature of 

the atoms [20]. The probability to occupy the various levels of the SW trap is determined 

by the quantum statistics of the atoms. Stimulated emission of atoms into a trapped 

state under emission of a photon should make this scheme to a new type of ''atom laser". 

Such laser-like behaviour yields non-thermal ensembles, whereas cooling methods usually 

produces ensembles in thermal equilibrium. 

The group of Pfau and Mlynek realized in 1998 loading of a SW by an EW [21]. They 

proved the predominant loading of Ar* atoms into a single well, and measured the lifetime 

of the trap. The use of metastable rare-gas atoms provides good detection possibilities 

but limits the (phase space) density due to Penning ionization. Therefore we believe alkali 
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atoms are better candidates for reaching quantum degeneracy along this route, although 
BEC in He* was recently achieved by evaporative cooling [22]. 

1.2 This thesis 

This thesis describes our experiments directed towards, and including the loading of an 
optical standing wave trap, by an inelastic evanescent-wave mirror. We study in some 
detail the various individual components. The route that we followed to t rap atoms, was 
to first build and analyze an inelastic evanescent-wave mirror. This turned out to be not 
only a well suited tool for loading the trap, it also yields surprising physics. To increase 
the number of reflected atoms we constructed an optical guide, which guides the atoms 
during their drop from the MOT to the mirror, and thus increases the number of reflected 
or trapped atoms. Our analysis of the guiding fraction gives excellent agreement with the 
experimental data. Finally, we used the EW to load an optical standing wave trap, and 
measured the most important properties, the loading fraction and the lifetime. 

We start in Chapter 2 with a summary of the properties of rubidium relevant for light 
cooling. Also a short overview of atom-light interaction is given. The necessary lasers to 
manipulate atoms depend on the optical transitions of the used species. For 87Rb these 
are the two D-lines, around 780 and 795 nm. 

Chapter 3 gives a short overview of the experimental apparatus. The most important 
components to create the MOT are discussed: the vacuum system and the various laser 
systems, most of which are semi-conductor diode lasers. The technique of absorption 
imaging is described which we used to measure the number of atoms, their temperature 
and the size of the MOT. 

We increase the atomic density of atoms falling from the MOT on the mirror by 
applying an optical guide. Experiments on optical guiding are presented in Chapter 4. 
The guiding is simply done by overlapping a red-detuned laser beam with the MOT as 
well as the EW. This is a direct application of the dipole potential. We show that even 
with moderate optical power (<100 mW) one can capture efficiently a large fraction of 
atoms falling from the MOT. We measured that wc can guide about 40'/ of the atoms, 
in good agreement with the fraction expected on the basis of a calculation. We show 
that by lowering the detuning of the guiding laser the captured fraction increases, but 
simultaneously radiation pressure pushes the atoms upwards, along the direction of the 
guiding laser. 

Loading of a standing wave trap could not be done without building an inelastically 
reflecting mirror first. In Chapter 5 we report on experimental results of such a evanescent-
wave mirror. It must fulfill two conditions: first, it must be able to slow down atoms when 
they fall on it. The second requirement is that it must induce a spontaneous Raman 
transition, changing the internal state of the atoms. We will show that the combination 
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of these requirements results in a new type of physical phenomenon: a stochastic rainbow 

caustic, where a single initial velocity produces a velocity distribution after reflection. 

This velocity distribution contains a caustic: a classical divergence, just as in an optical 

rainbow. We do not know of any other physical phenomenon producing a caustic with 

a stochastic origin. The experimental data corresponds well with our calculations. We 

measured the degree of dissipation for both D lines as well as the transfer efficiency: the 

fraction of atoms reflecting inelastically. We also discuss EW cooling in terms of phase 

space density, and give an outlook to future experiments to observe interference in the 

inelastic velocity distribution. 

In Chapter 6 we present the first measurements we performed on the loading process 

of a standing wave trap by an inelastic reflection. The high spatial selectivity of the 

inelastic mirror is able to transfer the atoms very locally into the trapped state of the 

standing wave. To probe the trapped atoms a few hundred nanometer above the glass 

surface, we use a resonant beam which is grazing just above the surface and measure the 

absorption. We measure the loading efficiency as a function of EW parameters. We also 

estimate the lifetime of the trapped atoms, and compared the results with classical Monte-

Carlo calculations. Although the signal to noise ratio has to be increased to provide more 

accurate absolute numbers, we show that loading and trapping behavior is as we expect 

on the basis of classical models. 
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Chapter 2 

Theoretical background 

2.1 Introduct ion 

In this chapter we describe some properties of evanescent waves (EW), in particular we 
will show how such a light field can act as a potential barrier for neutral atoms, such 
as 8 7Rb. The interaction of (laser) light with atoms has been theoretically described by 
many authors. Good reviews can be found for example in Refs. [23, 24]. This chapter 
will summarize some basic results which are of interest for this thesis. Special attention is 
given to the influence of the light on the motion of neutral atoms. We also establish the 
notation and list some of the basic properties of 8 7Rb, for further reference throughout 
this thesis. 

2.2 Evanescent waves 

2.2.1 Configuration 

Consider a free running monochromatic plane wave, with frequency w, amplitude £0. 

polarization ê of unity length and a wave-vector k 0 . where |k0 | = k0 = LO/C. Then the 
electric field vector is described as: 

E0(rJ)=1-ê£0e'(k°-r-^+c.c (2.1) 

where c.c. denotes the complex conjugate. In our experimental configuration, this wave 
enters a glass prism at the hypotenuse, near normal incidence, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Inside 
the dielectric medium the wave vector is described by A'i = nko, where n = 1.51 is the 
refractive index of BK7 glass around 780 nm. The electric field amplitude depends on the 
Fresnel transmission coefficient t\ = S\/EQ. The prism is not anti-reflection coated so 
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Figure 2.1: Creation of an evanescent wave. The incoming beam is totally internally 
reflected when the angle is larger than the critical angle. 9 > 6C = arcs in( l /n) . 

t, = 2 / ( n + 1) and is independent of polarization. The intensity transmission coefficient 

is then Ti = « | ( i | 2 = I^IQ « 0.96. 

This wave is subsequently reflected at the second prism surface, and the angle of the 

transmitted beam is calculated with Snell's law: smOt = rising. When the incoming 

angle 9 exceeds the critical angle, 9C = arcsin(l /n) . the angle of the transmitted beam 

becomes complex: cos9t = i\Zn2sm29 - 1. The A'-vector of the transmitted field is ac

cordingly written as k t = k0(n sin 9. 0. iVn2 sin2 9 - 1). Along the surface it has a running 

component, but the imaginary vertical component results in an exponentially decaying 

electric field in the vertical direction. This is called an evanescent wave (EW): 

where the decay length K _ 1 is of the order of the wavelength of the light field. 

(2.2) 

fcoVn2sm2 ^' (2.3) 

We define an effective EW intensity as Ieu. = (l/2)e0c(ê*w • êew)\£ew\2e 2KZ. Note that 

this intensity does not describe photon flux into the vacuum but Iew/c is still the energy 

density. The transmittance of the intensity is defined a s T = Iew/I\ = ( l / n ) |£;|2 ê*ew • eew 

[25]. where the subscript i denotes the polarization. 

The polarization vector êew is described in the basis (x, y. z) depicted in Fig. 2.1. The 

polarization properties and field amplitudes of the EW depend on the polarization (TE 

or TM) and angle of the incoming field, and will be discussed for both polarizations 

separately. 
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2.2.2 TE polarized light 

When the electric field vector of the field inside the prism is perpendicular to the plane 
of incidence, the wave is called TE-, or s-polarized. The polarization vector is described 
by ê = (0.1,0). in the basis depicted in Fig. 2.1. The polarization vector of the EW is 
the same: êTE = (0, 1,0). The field amplitude Sew is determined by the polarization 
dependent Fresnel coefficient 

Sew 2n cos 9 
TE 

S\ n cos 6 + iy/n2 sin2 6 — 1 
The total intensity of the EW at the surface is then 

(2.4) 

lew = TXTTEI0 (2.5) 

with the intensity transmission coefficient 

_ 4n cos2 9 
TTE = ^ = T (2-6) 

For angles close to the critical angle, the intensity of the EW exceeds the intensity of the 
incoming laser: T{TTE « 2.6. 

2.2.3 TM polarized light 

When the electric field vector is in the plane of incidence, the wave is called TM- or 
p-polarized. The polarization vector is described by iTM = (— cos0 t ,O,sin0 t). The field 
amplitudes and polarization are given by: 

, £«w 2ncos0 
h\M = -7T- = ; 2.7 

S\ cos 6+ in\/n2 sin2 9- 1 

t-TM -

The EW is elliptic-ally polarized, with the plane of the ellipse in the plane of incidence. 
The ellipticity is determined by the incoming angle 9. and the major axis of the ellipse 
is perpendicular to the surface, since « < |A;X|. Note that eTM • êTM > 1. The intensity 
transmission coefficient is given by 

4ncos26< ( 2 n 2 s i n 2 0 - 1) 
(2.8) 1M cos2 6 + 722(r;2 sin2 6-1) 

which results in total transmission coefficient of approximately TXTTM ss 5.8 for angles 
close to the critical angle, about a factor n1 higher compared with the transmittance for 
a TE polarized beam. 
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resonance wavelength (Di). \\ 
resonance wavelength {D2). X2 

lifetime, r (D2) 
Linewidth. T (D2) 

saturation intensity. Is (D2) 
recoil velocity. vr 

recoil temperature Tr 

795 nm 
780.2 nm 
26.2 ns 
2TT x 6.1 MHz 
1.7 mW/cm2 

5.8 mm/s 
0.357 (iK 

Table 2.1: Some 6asic properties ofa7Rb. 

2.3 Atom-light interaction 

In many instances the atom-light interaction can be adequately described by replacing 

the internal atomic level-structure by a two-level model. The lower and upper states of 

an optical transition are denoted by the respective labels g (ground) and e (excited). The 

atomic transition is characterized by the resonance frequency UJQ and the natural linewidth 

r = T " 1 , with T the natural lifetime. The detuning of a driving monochromatic laser field 

of frequency u> is 5 = u) — Wo, and is usually expressed in units of Y. The intensity of 

the laser field is expressed in units of the saturation intensity Is = 7r/?cF/(3A3). This 

is defined such that for I = 2IS, the Rabi frequency Q = Y<Jl/{2Is) equals the natural 

linewidth. When an atom absorbs a photon with wavenumber k = 2?r/A and momentum 

hk, the velocity of the atom with mass m will change by the recoil velocity. vr = hk/m. 

The corresponding recoil energy is then Er = \mv^. Energies are often expressed as 

temperatures, i.e. the recoil-temperature is Tr = 2Er/kB, where kB is the Boltzmann 

constant. Some of these characteristic quantities are given in Table 2.1. 

2.3.1 Optical transitions of rubidium 

There are two isotopes of rubidium : 85Rb and 87Rb which are 72.17% and 27.83 % 

abundant, respectively. All our experiments are done with the 87Rb isotope. The optical 

transitions are shown in Fig. 2.2. located around 795.0 nm (D1-line)and 780.2 nm (02-

line). The hyperfine splitting for the 55i/2 ground level is Ahfs = 6.835 GHz [26], The 

level splitting for the upper levels is given in Fig. 2.2, where F denotes the total angular 

momentum. In addition, every F level contains 2F + 1 degenerate Zeeman-sublevels, 

labeled by raj. with — F < nip < F. 

2.3.2 Interaction between laser light and two-level atoms 

When near-resonant laser light interacts with neutral atoms, two types of forces are dis

tinguished: the spontaneous scattering force and the dipole force. In this section we 
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Fe = 3 

267.2 MHz 

F =2 
157.2 MHz e 

E = l 

Fe =2 

F=l 

Figure 2.2: Fine and hyperfine structure of the 87Rb atom. 
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summarize these interactions between monochromatic (laser) light and a two-level atom. 

The interaction between an atom and a monochromatic radiation field whose frequency 

is close to the atomic resonance frequency, is described by the optical Bloch equations [23]. 

When the light field is far detuned, |<$| S> r , the steady state solution is usually sufficient to 

adequately describe the interaction. The optical scattering and induced potential energy 

are expressed in terms of the saturation parameter s. defined as 

s = ÏTW]f> (2-9) 

S p o n t a n e o u s s c a t t e r i n g force 

The spontaneous scattering force, Fsp, is a direct result of the momentum change of the 

atom when a photon is absorbed. The photon recoil kick is in the direction of the laser. 

This yields a force that is directly related to the number of scattered photons per second, 

and is expressed as 

F,p = hk-/ (2.10) 

The optical scattering rate 7 is related to the saturation parameter as 

7 = - - i _ (2.11) 
' 21 + s v ; 

As mentioned before, photon scattering also leads to heating of the atom. The spon

taneously emitted photons have random direction, so their contribution to the atom's 

momentum averages to zero. The randomness results in heating: after absorbing ./V pho

tons the temperature of the atom is increased by AT = NT,. [27]. 

D ipo le force 

The dipole force is the force which arises from the interaction between the induced atomic 

dipole moment and the local laser electric field. Unlike the spontaneous force which 

saturates at high intensities, the dipole force does not saturate and therefore becomes 

dominant at high laser intensities. The potential energy of a dipole in an electric field is 

Udip = — (d • E), where d is the field-induced dipole moment and E is the electric field of 

the laser. The sign of the dipole energy is dependent on the relative phase of the induced 

dipole moment and the electric field. This depends on the sign of the detuning S of the 

field compared to the atomic transition. If the induced dipole oscillates in phase with the 

electric field (<5 < 0, or "red detuned"), the potential energy is negative. Therefore the 

lowest potential energy will be at the largest negative energy, i.e. largest electric field. 

In this case the atom acts as a "high field seeker". Likewise, when the induced dipole 

oscillates out of phase with the electric field (5 > 0. or "blue detuned"), the potential 
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energy will be positive and the lowest energy is at the smallest electric field. The atom 
behaves as a "low field seeker". The dipole force is obtained by taking the negative 
gradient of the optical potential energy, F,nv = — Vf/^p. 

The dipole potential is expressed in the saturation parameten' by the equation: 

Udip/h = A1LA = i\n(l + a) « S-6 (2.12) 

for s <C 1, where AT LA is called the light shift. The subscript TLA indicates that this is 
the light shift for a two-level atom, i.e with unity Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. To calculate 
the actual dipole potential, one has to take into account the transition strength. 

2.3.3 Multilevel atoms 

The expression for the dipole potential 2.12 is valid for a two-level atom. As is clear 
from Fig. 2.2, 87Rb is not a two-level atom. We therefore recalculate the dipole potential, 
and take into account that all sublevels couple with a different strength to the light field, 
i.e. the coupling is different for every \Fg,mg ) —> \Fe,rne ) transition. The atom-light 
interaction is now described by the so-called light-shift Hamiltonian. The light shift of 
the ground state is obtained by diagonalizing the corresponding matrix. 

Dipole m a t r i x e l emen t s 

The coupling strength between an atomic dipole and the light is characterized by the 
matrix elements of the dipole operator D : ( Fg,mg | D \Fe, me ). To calculate these 
matrix elements, it is useful to factor out the angular dependence and write the matrix 
element as a product of a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and a reduced matrix element, using 
the Wigner-Eckart theorem [28]: 

(Fg,mg\D\Fe.me) = DFgiFe(Fe,me,l,q\Fg,mg) (2.13) 

The first factor is called the "reduced dipole matrix element" and is independent on the 

magnetic sublevels and polarization of the light. For each Fg —> Fe transition the 

reduced dipole matrix element, DpgFe, can be expressed in units of the element for the 

closed transition of the rubidium Di line -D2.3- Each Dp pt is then calculated by 

ÖF..F. = - P w <*F„F. (2-14) 

In this way we have separated the (atomic species dependent) dynamical information 

D2., = J h r ^ - = 2 . 5 3 x l C T 2 9 C m (2.15) 

from the geometrical information 
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dFg,Fe = (-l)Fs+J '+/+V(2Je + l)(2Fg + 1) { 5 5 } } . (2-16) 

where {}6- denotes the Racah "6J" symbol. / = 3/2 is the nuclear spin of 87Rb and 

Je = 1/2 (3/2) is the total electronic angular momentum of the excited state of the D\ . 

{D2) line. 

Reduced light shift Hamiltonian 

The second factor in the dipole matrix element Eq. 2.13. the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, 

and describes the coupling between the various atomic sublevels to the spherical polariza

tion component of the field q. It is useful to define this new basis for the polarization, in 

which each component describes one polarization 7r. <7+. a~. It is labeled by q = 0. + 1 . —1 

respectively. This spherical basis of polarization is defined in the cartesian basis {x, y, z} 

as 

f (x-iy)Iy/2 . q=-l 
eq = \ z , q = 0 

[ -(x + iy)/V2 , 9 = 1 

When the polarization of the light is elliptical, the spherical component of the atom-

light-coupling is no longer a single Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, but is described by the 

"reduced light shift Hamiltonian" ( (F g , Fe , ê). This is a (2Fg + 1) x (2Fg + 1) matrix and 

contains the Raman coupling between different sublevels of the ground state, coupled by 

a field with polarization ê, and calculated as 

C(Fg ,Fe .ê) = ?-A(Fs,Fe)-ê (2.17) 

where A(Fg. Fe) is the polarizability tensor which describes the coupling between twom s 

ground states. This tensor is built up by matrices of dimension (2Fg + 1) x (2Fg + 1), 
containing products of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. These elements are 

Aq,.K.mg.q(Fg.Fe) = 52(Fs,m'e,l,j\Fe,me)(Fe,meA,q\Fs,me) (2.18) 
m e 

Each element describes the coherent Raman couplings between mg sublevels due to exci

tation of |Fg , mg) to \Fe, me + q) by the component eq of the polarization ê, followed by a 

de-excitation to \Fg, m'g = mg + q — q') by the component eq>. 

When the electric field is purely TT or a + ~ polarized, i.e. q = 0 ,1 , —1. the reduced 

light shift Hamiltonian ((Fg, Fe, ê) has no off-diagonal elements, and its eigenstates are 
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the pure mg states. When the polarization is a sum of TT and a (i.e. it is elliptically 

polarized), it has non-zero off-diagonal elements, thus its eigenvectors are mixed states 

(the coherent sum) of different mg ground states. 

Light shift 

When the dipole matrix elements are known, one can give a general expression for the 

light shift of the Fg ground states. To calculate this light shift, one has to sum over all 

excited Fe states. For low saturation parameter the light-shift Hamiltonian for a rubidium 

atom in the ground state is then written as 

r 2 I v-, 4 F C ( ^ - ^e, ê) 
UFg = hA = h~--Y. F ' x S ' (2.19) 

where 5p pe denotes the detuning relative to the transition Fg —» Fe. This is the multi
level generalization of the shift that was already provided in Eq. 2.12 for the two-level case. 
The correction with respect to a two level atoms is always less than unity: A < ATLA-

An overview of all matrix elements is given in Fig. 2.5 and 2.6. 

Light shift dependency on the detuning 

When the detuning is on the order of the separation between the hyperfine states of the 
excited level, every element in the sum in Eq. 2.19 contains a different <5F9,FP- This results 
in a strong dependence on the detuning. As an example, the light shift is calculated 
for the \Fg = 2) level interacting with a+ polarized light, with intensity I = ƒ.,. and 
compared with the outcome for a two-level atom ATLA, according to Eq. 2.12. The light 
shift correction a = A/ATLA < 1. is the value by which the two-level light shift has 
to be multiplied to obtain the total light shift, and is different for every Zeeman level. 
The results is plotted in Fig. 2.3a. For large detuning, a saturates, because all possible 
\Fg) —> \Fe) transitions experience (almost) the same detuning. 

D e p e n d e n c e of the light shift on polarization 

When the polarization of the light field is purely 7r, <T+ or a~, the eigenstates of Q(Fg, Fe, e) 

are the pure mg states, and the eigenvalues are given by the squares of the Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients. 

However, when the polarization is a mixture of TT and a. i.e. it is elliptically polarized, 

the reduced light-shift Hamiltonian contains off-diagonal elements, connecting different 

mg ground levels with each other. The eigenvalues still represent the light shifts, but the 

eigenvectors are no longer pure Zeeman levels. The eigenstates have become a superposi

tion of different magnetic sublevels. 
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Figure 2.3: a) Dependence on detuning of the total light shift of the Fg — 2 ground state. 
relative to the light shift for a two-level atom, ATLA 
polarization and low saturation parameter: s <§; 1. 

The light field is described by a+ 

The detuning is defined relative to 
the Fg = 2 —» Fe = 3 transition of the Di line. The different coupling for different mF 

states is the direct result of the different Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, b) Light shift of 
the Fg = 1 ground level as a function of polarization. The laser has a detuning 6 = 100r 
(D\ line), and the result is also relative to ATLA- The horizontal axis represent the phase 
difference between the two polarization components: 0 = 0 (IT/4) corresponds to linear 
(circular) polarized light. 

As an an example, Fig. 2.3b shows the light shifts of the Fg = 1 ground level as 

a function of polarization. The three curves correspond to the three eigenvalues of the 

Fg = 1 level. The light shift is relative to a two-level atom. In the limit of a far detuned 

linearly polarized field, the correction is 1/3 (2/3) for the Di (D2) line. 

2.4 Van der Waals potential 

In most of our experiments, the atoms approach the surface to such a small distance that 

we must take into account the van der Waals potential. This potential results from the 

dipole fluctuations of a neutral atom, interacting with its mirror image in the dielectric. 

The interaction energy has a negative sign, and thus results in an attractive force directed 

toward the surface. The expression of the van der Waals potential for 8 7Rb. close to the 

flat surface of our prism reads 
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where n = 1.51 is the index of refraction of our BK1 prism and k0 the free-space wavevec-
tor of the light field [121. 

2.5 Evanescent wave potential 

Combining all ingredients from the previous sections, we can now calculate the total 
potential for an 87Rb atom close to the surface. As a typical example, the potential for 
an atom in the Fg = 1 state is shown in Fig. 2.4. For TM-polarized light, the elliptical 
polarization of the EW results in a large difference of light shift for the eigenstates. In 
this example the EW potential is high enough to reflect 2 magnetic sublevels of the falling 
atoms. The lower value of the Fresnel coefficient for the TE-polarized beam makes the 
potential lower, such that under these conditions the atoms have too much energy to be 
reflected. In contrast to the TM polarized case, the linear TE polarization of the EW 
yields light shifts that are nearly the same for all magnetic sublevels. 

z / X 
Figure 2.4: The total potential for an 87Rb atom in the Fg = 1 state, close to the surface. 
The thin (thick) lines, represent the light shifts for the magnetic sublevels when the EW is 
TM (TE)-polarized. The dotted line at 2hT represents the typical energy of atoms arriving 
at the surface, corresponding to 6mm fall height. The EW is described by: I = 30 mW, 
6 = 0C + 5mrad, 6 = 400r with respect to the D\-line. 
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Figure 2.5: The total transition strength, d\ Fe(Fe, me, 1, q\Fg, mg)
2, /or o,// transitions on 

the Dy line, multiplied by 60. 
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Figure 2.6: 77ie ioia/ transition strength, d\ ? (Fe, me, 1, g|Fs, m9}2, /or a// transitions on 
the Di line, multiplied by 60. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental apparatus and 
methods 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we discuss the various parts of the experimental apparatus and methods 
we used. The most important elements of the apparatus are the vacuum system, several 
laser systems and the optical imaging system. A more detailed overview of our apparatus 
can be found in the thesis of D. Voigt [29]. Many of the used techniques are standard in 
this field of physics and are well documented in the literature. 

All our experiments are done in a glass vacuum cell, in order to provide optimum 
optical access. The experiments follow approximately the following sequence of events. 
First we create a magneto-optical trap (MOT) by creating a magnetic field gradient at the 
crossing point of six counterpropagating laser beams. A few million atoms are collected 
from the background gas in this MOT. and are subsequently cooled to ~ 5 fiK by optical 
molasses. By shutting off the molasses beams, we let the atom cloud fall due to gravity 
while it expands ballistically. With the use of a 100 mW laser beam, we guide the atoms 
toward a BK7 glass prism, mounted 6 mm below the MOT. By total internal reflection of a 
moderate power laser beam ( < 80 mW) we create an evanescent wave (EW) potential just 
above the prism surface. This wave is used to reflect the atoms. For the latter two laser 
beams we use tapered-amplifiers systems. For the standing wave trapping experiments 
presented in Chapter 6 we use a Ti:Sapphire laser providing 1 W of optical power. At 
any given time during the experimental sequence we can image the atomic cloud on a 
CCD camera using resonant absorption imaging. The whole experiment is controlled by 
a PC. equipped with an analogue output board, a digital output board and an analogue 
input board for data acquisition. The interface is based on Lab View softw-are, and was 
developed by H. Alberda (AMOLF Institute, Amsterdam). In the next sections we will 
discuss some of these elements in more detail. 
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3.2 Experimental apparatus 

3.2.1 Vacuum cell 

The experiments are done in a 42 x 42 x 130 mm3 (outside dimensions) glass vacuum 
cell, with a wall thickness of 4 mm. The glass is uncoated standard "Optical glass'' 
(B 270-Superwite glass). This configuration provides us with excellent optical access 
the numerous laser beams. The glass cell is glued with low-vapor pressure epoxy resin 
(TorrSeal, Varian) on a stainless steel rectangular platform. This platform is mounted 
on a UHV stainless steel chamber, with a rubidium reservoir. The reservoir is a flexible 
short spacer tube containing Rb. which can be closed from the UHV by a valve. To 
increase the Rb pressure in the glass cell, we open this valve and heat the reservoir for 
a few minutes. The vacuum is maintained by an ion pump, continuously pumping with 
15 1/s. We placed a 1.5 mm diameter pinhole between the ion-pump and the glass cell to 
reduce the pumping speed. Without differential pumping, all rubidium was pumped away 
within 5 minutes, which manifests itself by a low number of atoms in the magneto-optical 
trap. With the pinhole inserted, we maintain a nearly constant atom number in the MOT 
for a few hours. The background vapor pressure below the pinhole is about 10~9 mbar, 
measured by an ionization gauge (UHV-24p, Varian). 

Inside the cell, we have mounted a BK7 glass prism, with sizes 10 x 10 x 4 mm3 

(01PRB009. Melles Griot, cut in half). The surface quality was specified as better than 
A/8 at 632.8 nm, surface quality 20-10 scratch and dig. No surface of this prism was 
coated. 

3.2.2 Lasers 

The lasers used to build the magneto-optical trap (MOT), are 50 rnW semi conductor 

diode lasers, producing light around 780 nm (HL7851G, Hitachi) and 795 nm (ML64114R, 

Mitsubishi). 

The starting point is an external grating-stabilized diode laser, in Littrow configuration 

[30, 31]. The grating feedback enables us to stabilize the laser frequency within an atomic 

linewidth. The frequency was adjusted by changing the laser current, and by changing the 

voltage over the piezo-stack on which the grating is mounted. This laser system provides 

22 mW of optical power. 

To frequency lock this laser, a small RF signal is added to the laser current, creating 

frequency sidebands. We use 1 mW of laser light for Doppler free saturation spectroscopy 

[32]. A dispersive absorption signal is obtained by mixing the photodiode signal with the 

local RF oscillator [33]. This dispersive signal is used as feedback to the laser. Fast oscil

lations of the frequency are fed back to the laser current, whereas slow drift of frequency 

is adjusted by the grating. This laser is locked to the cross-over of the Fg = 2 —> Fe = 1, 3 

transitions of the D2 line. 
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yT • Rb spectroscopy 
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• Standing wave trap 

Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of the laser system. The MOT master laser and the 
repumper laser are external grating diode lasers (EGDL). locked to a 87Rb transition 
by means of Doppler-free spectroscopy. This light is used for two injection locked diode 
lasers ( ILDLj . Frequencies were shifted by double-pass AOM configurations. Two tapered-
amplifier (TA) diode laser are used. All optical beams are spatially filtered, and transported 
to the vacuum cell by single mode optical fibers, except for the 1 Watt beam, created by a 
Ti:Sapphire laser (TirSapphJ. 
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Purpose 
MOT 

Probe/Imaging 
Repumper 
Depumper 

Guiding 
Evanescent wave 

SW Trapping 

Transition 
Fg = 2 -» Fe = 3 
Fg = 2 -» F€ = 3 
F 9 = 1 - F e = 2 
F s = 2 ^ Fe = 1 

-
-
-

D line 
D2 

A 
A 
öa 
D2 

DUD2 

D2 

Power (mW) 
17 
0.1 
8 

0.05 
100 
100 

1000 

Table 3.1: Overview of different lasers and their properties. The guiding, evanescent wave 
and trapping laser have a detuning much larger than the hyperfine splitting, and therefore 
not related to a single Fg —> Fe transition. 

This frequency locked laser light is used in an injection lock scheme, or so-called 

"master-slave configuration". The light of the master laser is injected into two slave 

lasers, which then operate at the same wavelength as the injected light. In this way we 

only have to lock one laser actively to a spectroscopy signal, and have the ability to use 

almost all power produced by the two injection-locked lasers. The purposes of the two 

slave lasers are the following: 

M O T s lave 

The first slave is used to create the three MOT beams. Before the light of the master 

laser enters the slave, it is frequency shifted by passing a double-pass acousto-optical 

modulator (AOM) setup. The tunable AOM was operating around 102 MHz, such that 

the light is close to the Fg = 2 —> Fe = 3 transition. By adjusting the frequency of the 

AOM. we could shift the frequency up to — 2TT X 60 Mhz from resonance while the slave 

remains injection locked. The light of this slave is used for the MOT beams. To control 

its intensity, the light passes an electro-optical modulator (EOM) followed by a polarizing 

beam splitter. By adjusting the EOM voltage we could maximally reduce the intensity by 

a factor 200. Full extinction is accomplished by a mechanical shutter (LS2T2, Uniblitz). 

After passing a single mode optical fiber, the available power is 17 mW. distributed in a 

Gaussian beam profile with 1/e2 radius of 4 mm. 

P r o b e / d e p u m p e r slave 

The output of the second slave laser is divided into two parts which are both frequency 

shifted by means of a double-pass AOM configuration. The first part of this light is shifted 

'upwards' such that it is resonant with the closed Fg = 2 —> Fe = 3 transition. It is used 

to probe the atoms. The intensity could be changed from 0 to 100% within 0.1 /is by the 

AOM. The probe is transported to the experiment by a single mode fiber, and provides 

up to 200 /LiW. 
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The second part of the light of this laser is frequency shifted downwards, resonant 
with the Fg = 2 —> Fe = 1 transition. It is used as a depumper: it optically pumps the 
atoms from the Fg = 2 to the Fg = I state. Behind a single-mode fiber the power is 50 
/xW. 

Repumper laser 
Although the MOT laser is tuned close to the Fg Fe = 3 transition, atoms will 

also scatter on the F„ Fe = 2 transition, and can thus decay into F„ = 1. This 
state is not trapped by the MOT, and thus will be lost. To prevent this loss, a second 
laser is needed: the "repumper" laser, resonant with the Fg = 1 —> Fe = 2 transition of 
the Di line. The repumper laser is also a external grating stabilized diode laser, using 
Doppler-free spectroscopy. 

3.2.3 Tapered amplifier systems 

The typical power for the optical guidance of the atoms (Chapter 4) is about 100 mW, 
where the spatial distribution should be preferably Gaussian. Therefore we used a home-
built tapered amplifier (TA) diode laser, described in [35]. The master light is provided 
by an external-grating stabilized 50 mW diode laser which was not actively locked. The 
passive drift is a few MHz per hour, which is small compared to the large detuning in 
the range of 30 - 90 GHz. We could not increase this detuning because we were limited 

775 

a) 
780 785 790 795 800 

^(nm) 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0̂ 8 10 1.2 1.4 

b) 'TA (A) 

Figure 3.2: a) The spectral density of the laser light for two currents of the TA chip (TA-
100. TUI Optics). The thick curve represents good locking, whereas for a minor difference 
in amplifier current the amplifier is not properly locked (thin curve), b) Power behaviour 
of the tapered amplifier as a function of amplifier current. 
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by the angle of the feedback grating of the master laser. We measured this detuning 

by means of a wavemeter (Wavestar, Burleigh), with a absolute accuracy of 100 MHz. 

and a relative frequency accuracy of 50 MHz. Due to the stable frequency of the laser, 

continuous monitoring was not necessary. We split off a fraction of 15 mW. which was 

amplified by the TA chip to 250 mW. We checked the injection quality by measuring the 

frequency spectrum of the amplified light with a spectrometer (PC2000, Ocean optics). 

The transmission through a single mode fiber was only 40% due to the low quality of the 

spatial beam profile. 

To create the evanescent wave potential, we used a second (commercial) tapered am

plifier system (Tui optics. TA-100). which is essentially the same configuration as the 

home built TA system. We monitored the frequency of this laser by splitting off a small 

fraction of the amplified light, and measured this with the Burleigh wavemeter. We also 

checked the locking quality of the TA chip with the PC2000 spectrometer, and observed 

that only frequency locking was possible for some settings of the amplifier current. At 

some current settings the lock is good, but a minor change in amplifier current resulted 

in an increase of spectral background. The spectrum of these two possibilities is shown 

in Fig. 3.2a. Better spatial alignment and other temperature settings of the chip temper

ature did not solve this problem. Fig. 3.2b shows the power behaviour of the TA as a 

function of amplifier current, measured at those current settings where locking was good. 

Also this laser passed a single mode fiber, and the maximum power at the position of the 

EW was 70 mW. Both lasers could be shut off and on by means of mechanical shutters. 

3.2.4 Ti:Sapphire laser 

The standing wave trap (presented in Chapter 6) is created by a high-power (> 1 W) cw 

laser beam which is far-off resonant. This light was created by a commercial Ti:Sapphire 

laser (Coherent, MBR-110) pumped by a 10 W Verdi-10 laser (Coherent). The MBR is a 

monolithic block resonator, locked to an external cavity, and has a linewidth below 100 

kHz. The available spectrum ranges from 760 to 870 nm (P > 1 W). Directly after the 

laser its mode profile is TEM00 . The experiment is positioned 10 meter away from the 

laser, where the diameter of the beam is about 3 cm. We pass it through a 10:1 telescope, 

which makes the 1/e2 radius 0.6 mm at the position of the prism. 

3.2.5 Creating the MOT 

After passing the optical fiber, the linear polarized light to create the MOT beams is split 

in three parts, each with 4 mm 1/e2 radius. Before entering the cell, each beam passes a 

quarter wave-plate in order to make the polarization circular. Each beam passes the cell 

and is retro-reflected, while passing another quarter wave-plate twice, in order to obtain 

the necessary o-+-o~ configuration. The repumper beam overlaps two of the MOT beams 
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a) b) 
Figure 3.3: a) Photograph of the vacuum cell where the MOT lasers are visualized by 
reducing their radius with a diaphragm, b) Beam path of the evanescent-wave laser. Also 
drawn into the photograph is the beam path of the guiding and depumper laser beams. 

(the one in the horizontal plane, and one diagonal beam). Fig. 3.3a .shows a photograph 
where the beam paths are made visible by reducing their size. Directly outside the vacuum 
cell, a pair of coils create the magnetic trapping field, also visible in Fig. 3.3a,b. They 
are placed in anti-Helmholtz configuration, producing a magnetic quadrupole field. The 
current through these coils is 8 A. and the corresponding field gradient at the center is 
about 15 G/cm. This current is switched off within 25/is by a power transistor. It should 
be noted that ideally the radii of the MOT in the axial and radial direction have an aspect 
ratio 2 : 1. However by changing the relative intensities of the three MOT lasers, a MOT 
could be produced with essentially any shape. 

The MOT was loaded from the background gas in 3 seconds. After capturing the 
atoms, they are subsequently cooled in molasses for 8 ms. For this purpose the magnetic 
field gradient is switched off, and the detuning of the MOT laser beams is increased to 
-10r. Simultaneously the intensity of the beams is reduced by 50%. The whole setup is 
surrounded by G larger Helmholtz-coils to compensate any residual surrounding magnetic 
fields. 

3.3 Analysis 

3.3.1 Absorption imaging 

We detect the cloud by resonant absorption imaging. The general configuration is schemat

ically depicted in Fig. 3.4. A resonant collimated beam passes the region of interest 
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CCD 

Figure 3.4: Schematic picture of absorption imaging. A resonant collimated beam passes 
the atomic cloud which is imaged on a CCD camera by a relay telescope. 

where the atoms are located. The probe beam is Gaussian shaped with a 1/e2 radius of 
approximately 5 mm and is linear polarized. The total power is around 100 fiW, with 
a corresponding saturation parameter in the center of s < 0.2. The exposure time 
was chosen as 20 //s, such that the atoms scatter maximally 50 photons, which cause 
no blurring' due to heating. The atoms absorb the light, creating a shadow in the beam 
profile. This shadow is imaged onto a CCD camera by a relay telescope setup, with unity 
magnification. Both lenses are glass doublets (06LAI011/76, Melles Griot). The CCD 
camera is a thermo-electrically cooled, frame transfer camera (Princeton Instruments). It 
contains 1024 x 512 pixels of which half is covered by a mask. After the exposure, the 
image is shifted within 1.6 ms under the mask to avoid further exposure and is read out. 
The spatial resolution is 15 /im, and the field of view is 7.8 x 7.8 mm (512 x 512 pixels). 
The initial position of the MOT is just outside field of view. 

Figure 3.5: Sequence of absorption images, displaying falling atoms. The dotted line 
indicates the prism surface. 
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3.3.2 Quantitative analysis 

Consider a probe beam which runs in the x direction. When it has a initial intensity 
distribution IQ(y,z), the intensity distribution I(y,z) of the probe beam after passing 
through the cloud is described by the Beer-Lambert law 

I(y.z) = I0(y.z)exp -V{y.z) 
Ioiv, -onn(y,z) 

(3.1; 

where a^ is the photon cross-section for linearly polarized light and n(y, z) the two di
mensional column density profile of the atoms. Their product V(y, z) is called the optical 
density. Because the probe beam projects the atomic density along the line of sight (f) 
the two dimensional density is defined as 

n(y,z) = J n(x,y,z) da: (3.2) 

where n(x,y,z) is the three dimensional atomic density. 

The resonant absorption cross-section for a two-level atom is written as a0 = 3\1/2TT. 

For linearly polarized light, this cross section is averaged over the squared Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients (Am = 0) of the Fg = 2 -> Fe = 3 transition. This average is found to be 

7 

15 
cr0 = 13.6 x 10 -10cm2 

(3.3) 

To extract the density profile from a CCD image it is not necessary to measure the 
absolute intensity at the CCD camera. Measurements of relative intensities I(y, z)/I0(y, z) 

are sufficient for this purpose. These are measured by taking three images in the following 
way: First, an absorption image Iabs(y. z) of the cloud is taken in the manner described 
above. A second image is taken with no atoms present, called reference field Iref(y,z) 

with the same exposure. Afterwards, a third image is taken to record the background 

• 
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Ibg(y, z) without atomic cloud and without probe beam. The correct intensity ratio is then 

obtained by first subtracting the background image before normalizing the absorption 

image to the reference field image as 

I(y-=) = Iabs{y-z) -hg{y,z) ( 3 4 ) 
lo(y-z) ' Iref{y,z)-Ibg(y,z) 

From this ratio we can calculate the column density n(y, z) with Eq. 3.2. 

3.3.3 MOT characterization 

As an example of analysis of an absorption image, the evolution of the atomic cloud 

is measured by imaging the atoms at different times after releasing the cloud from the 

molasses. Fig. 3.5 shows such a typical sequence of images of the falling cloud. Note 

that for each image the MOT has to loaded again, due to the destructive nature of 

absorption imaging. When we determine the width of the cloud as a function of time, we 

can deduce the velocity distribution of the atoms, i.e. the temperature. We define t = 0 

as the moment that the atoms are released. The evolution of the one dimensional density 

distribution n(y.t) is written as 

n(y,t)= ,Ny e " ^ (3.5) 
ffw(t)V27r 

with the time dependent radial width ay{tf = ay(Q)2 + a'lt1 and the total number 

of atoms along the line in y-direction Ny . The relation between the temperature of the 

cloud and the velocity spread is defined as 

ov = p^- (3-6) 
V m 

where kB and m are the Boltzmann constant and the atomic mass respectively. A typical 

experimental result of the time evolution of the spatial width is shown in Fig. 3.6. We 

fitted an initial r.m.s. radius of the cloud of 0.5 mm. and a velocity spread of 23 mm/s, 

i.e. 5.3 (iK. The total number of atoms is obtained by integrating the optical density over 

the whole image. In this example the total number of atoms N = 68 x 106. It should be 

noted that this number is exceptionally high: on a day to day basis we obtained a number 

around N = 15 x 106. The temperature was always around 5 /iK. 
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Figure 3.6: Measurement of the r.m.s width of the cloud in the horizontal direction. We 
fit an initial size of ay (t — 0) = 0.5 mm, and a temperature of 5.3 [J,K (av = 23 mm/s). 
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Chapter 4 

Optical guiding of cold atoms 

4.1 Introduction 

The development of laser cooling has stimulated a tremendous interest in the confinement 
and manipulation of cold atoms. In this chapter we discuss the use of a guiding laser to 
transport cold atoms from a magneto-optical trap (MOT) to an evanescent wave (EW) 
on the surface of a prism. 

In our experiments so far [8, 13, 29] the atomic cloud is formed in a MOT and the 
transport towards the EW is simply done by gravity after switching the MOT off. How
ever due to the finite temperature of the cloud, it expands ballistically during the fall, 
resulting in a decreased density. This density reduction of atoms falling on the EW can 
be counteracted in several ways. For example, one could focus the atomic cloud by means 
of a strong pulse of magnetic field gradient [36], or combined magnetic and optical pulses 
[37]. 

Another way is to guide the atoms by optical light fields, confining them in the trans
verse direction. The advantage of an optical guide is that it is a well controlled force, that 
can be applied very locally. The disadvantage of this technique is that atoms potentially 
scatter photons from the guide, which results in heating and loss of atoms. To overcome 
this problem of scattering, some groups have used blue-detuned hollow beams [38, 39], 
in which the atoms spend most of their time in the dark inner region of the guide. Such 
hollow beams cause a low optical scattering rate and one can even cool the atoms during 
reflections at the wall [40]. The most common technique to create such a beam shape 
makes use of one or two lenses with a conical surface, so-called axicon lenses [39]. Here we 
investigate the simplest possible optical guide: a red-detuned Gaussian laser beam [41]. 
The atoms act as high-field seekers, and are pulled toward the center of the guiding-beam. 
Therefore, the photon scattering rate will be higher than in a hollow guide. However, a 
Gaussian beam is straightforward to implement, while the scattering rate may still remain 
at an acceptable level for our purposes. We investigate the performance of the guide for 
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup of the guiding laser. The guiding beam is pointed upwards 
by reflecting it at the hypotenuse of the prism. The beam must overlap both the evanescent 
wave depicted as the ellipse at the prism surface, and the MOT, represented by the grey 
sphere. 

various optical parameters. We compare our results to the expected performance of a 

focusing method using a pulsed optical field. 

4.2 Continuous guiding 

4.2.1 Experimental procedure 

The laser light we use to create the guiding beam is obtained from a home-built tapered 

amplifier system [35]. The beam is spatially filtered by sending it through a single-mode 

optical fiber and linearly polarized by a polarizing beam splitter. The guiding laser was 

reflected at the hypotenuse of the prism, such that it was pointed upward. For an optimal 

result the guiding beam must overlap the EW as well as the MOT (see Fig. 4.1). To align 

the beam we mounted some of the steering mirrors on translation-stages. This allowed 

us to translate the beam perpendicular to its propagation-direction, and independently 

adjust its angle. 

We measured the beam profile at various positions along the beam line. The waist 
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( l / e 2 radius) was found to be 0.55 mm at the position of the MOT. The divergence half-
angle was 0.8 mrad. We consider the beam waist to be constant in the 6.5 mm region 
between the MOT and the EW. The available power was limited by the tapered-amplifier 
system and its transmission through the fiber, which reached a maximum of 40%. We 
obtained a total power of approximately 100 mW, just before entering the vacuum cell. 
Because the vacuum cell and the prism are not anti-reflection coated, the available power 
for guiding is 85% of the power before the cell. During the rest of this chapter we quote 
the power of the guiding beam inside the cell, at the position of the MOT. We were able 
to switch off the beam in 100 (is by means of a mechanical shutter, placed before the 
fiber. The guide was red detuned with respect to the £>2Tine, which was measured by a 
wavemeter (WA-1500. Burleigh). 

The loading of the MOT and the molasses procedure did not differ from our standard 
procedure. The guiding beam was continuously on during the loading of the MOT and 
during the fall of the atoms toward the prism. For sufficiently large detuning of the 
guide, we observed no effect on the MOT or molasses. After the molasses phase, the 
atoms fall down and a fraction of the atoms is captured in the guiding beam. The atomic 
distribution is imaged on the CCD camera at time tp. Just before we probe the atoms, 
the guide is switched off, in order not to blind the camera with stray light from the prism. 
In Fig. 4.2a we show two absorption images of the atomic cloud, both after falling for 
28 ms (just before reaching the prism), with and without the guiding beam present. It is 
clear that when the guiding beam is on, the density is increased in the cigar-shaped area 
of the cloud. 

To analyze the data, we averaged the atomic density distribution in the vertical direc
tion over 30 pixel rows, indicated in Fig. 4.2b by the thin box. The data are well fitted 
by a sum of two Gaussians. corresponding to a guided and an unguided fraction. The 
broad distribution represents the unguided atoms and has a 1/e2 radius of 1.7 mm. which 
is the same as the width of the atomic cloud without the guiding beam present. The 
narrow distribution in Fig. 4.2b is the density distribution of the guided atoms. It has a 
1/e2 radius of 0.45 mm, slightly smaller than the waist of the guide. From the area of the 
fitted distributions we extracted the guided fraction. 

4.2.2 Measurements of guided fraction 

We measured the fraction of atoms that were guided for 28 ms as a function of potential 
depth \U0\. The depth can be changed by varying either the power or the detuning of 
the guide. To calculate the potential depth we take the light to be linearly polarized, and 
far off resonance with respect to the D2 line. We take into account a correction of 2/3, 
which is the sum of the squares of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. A Gaussian beam, 
with waist w and power P produces a potential depth at the center of the beam of 
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Figure 4.2: a) Absorption images of falling atoms without (left image), and with the 
guiding beam present (right image). The images are taken 28 ms after releasing the atoms 
from the molasses, just before they arrive at the prism. The grey scale indicates the 
optical density (O.D.). The box indicates the part of the image which is averaged, in 
order to analyze the data, (b) Atomic density along the horizontal direction. Solid curve: 
numerical average of 30 vertical rows. The dotted and dashed curve are the result of a 
fit, using two Gaussians, corresponding to the guided an unguided atomic distribution. In 
this example the guiding beam had a detuning of —13 x 103F, and a power of 82 mW. 

U0 

hPT2 

(4.1) 
6TTW2IQS 

First we measured the guided fraction as a function of guiding power, keeping the 

detuning 5 fixed at - 1 2 x 103r. (Fig. 4.3). Varying the power from 0 to 85mW means 
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Figure 4.3: (a) Guided and unguided number of atoms at 28 ms. as a function of guiding 
power. The detuning and waist of the guiding beam are kept constant: 5 = —12 x 103T, 
w = 0.55 mm. (b) Fraction of guided atoms. The solid curve is the result of a fit according 
to Eq. 4-7, where the MOT is described by T = 6.1 fiK and a r.m.s. width a = 0.56 mm. 
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Figure 4.4: Fraction of atoms which are guided at 28 ms, as a function of detuning of 
the guiding beam. 5. The squares are the experimentally obtained values and the solid 
curve is the result of a fit by Eq. 4-7. The experimental parameters of the guiding beam 
were: w = 0.55 mm, P = 85 mW. The fit resulted in a MOT described by temperature 
T = 4.5 fiK and a r.m.s. width a = 0.52 mm. 

that the potential depth at the center of the beam is ranging from 0 to 22 //K. Increasing 

the power of the guiding beam obviously results in a higher capture fraction of the guide, 

since the potential gets deeper. The largest guiding fraction we measured was 32 % at a 

power of 82 mW. 

We also varied the potential depth by changing the detuning, keeping the power con

stant at 85 mW. The guided fraction decreased only slightly when the detuning was varied 

from -4 .9 x 103r (\U0\ = 54 fiK) to - 1 5 x 103r (\U0\ = 18 fiK), see Fig. 4.4. As expected 

the fraction of guided atoms decreased for increasing detuning, since this leads to decreas

ing \Uo\- The range over which we could vary the detuning was limited by the angle of 

the grating in the master laser of the tapered amplifier. 

Note that for the same guide parameters (P=85 mW, 5 = - 1 2 x 103r) the measured 

guided fraction in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 differ. This is because the parameters of the MOT 

were different. This is discussed in the next section where we present the analysis of the 

data. 

The r.m.s. width of the distribution of the guided atoms was in all experiments around 

0.25 mm at 28 ms and hardly changed when the potential depth was varied. For example 
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in Fig. 4.3 for a power of 85 mW this width was 0.24 mm. whereas for a power of 30 mW 
this width was 0.25 mm. 

4.2.3 Analysis 

To analyze the experimental data we first remark that the optical potential describing the 
guide is cylindrically symmetric, and has no influence on the atoms along the z direction. 
The optical potential describing the guide is written as 

.2"" U{p) = U0e-^ < 0 (4.2) 

where p is the transverse position in cylindrical coordinates, w is the laser waist and U0 

the maximum potential depth (at the center of the guiding beam) which is negative due 
to the sign of detuning. We assume that the atomic cloud is described by a Gaussian 
distribution, both in position p. and momentum p = pp, where we omit the subscript p, 

_ , 1 P ! _ 1 J? 
®^p} = o i T ^ e 2kB™ x T ^ e ~ ^ (4-3) 

where T is the temperature of the molasses and M the atomic mass. This distribution is 
normalized as 

/ / $(p,p) 2irpdp 27rpdp = 1 (4.4) 

The atoms which are guided are those which satisfy the position-dependent capture 
condition 

ëi - ~u{p) (4-5) 
We denote the fraction of molasses atoms which are captured in the guide as \ . 

Combining equations 4.3 and 4.5 . the guided fraction \ i s written as 

,\ = 4 T T 2 / f <S>(p.p) pdppdp (4.6) 

which is evaluated as 

\kBT 
\U0\ 

r ( 4 a 2 ) T{4ai 
(4.7) 1̂ 1 

Here T(a) is the Euler Gamma function and T{a. b) is the incomplete Gamma function 
[44]. The guided fraction is determined by only two dimensionless parameters: the relative 
size of the guide compared to the molasses size, and the depth of the guide compared to 
the temperature of the molasses. The factor 4 results from the different definition of the 
waist of the guide w (Eq. 4.2). and the width of the molasses a (Eq. 4.3). As expected 
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the guided fraction tends to 0 when either the potential depth or the width of the guiding 

beam goes to 0. The fraction increases monotonie ally when either \U0\ or w increases. To 

give an illustrative example of the guided fraction: \ = 37 % for a guide described by 

\UQ\ = ICBT and w = 2a. 

Discussion 

The guiding fraction according to our model (Eq. 4.7) is plotted in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 as 

the solid curve. This theoretical curve is the result of a fit using a and T as fit parameters. 

The waist of the Gaussian potential was set to the fixed value of w = 0.55 mm. The 

maximum potential depth at the center to U0 given by Eq. 4.1. Both experimental curves 

were well fitted by the theoretical function Eq. 4.7. 

In the experiment where the potential depth is varied by varying the power of the 

guiding beam, the fit resulted in molasses described by T = 6.1 ± 2.2 /iK and a width of 

a = 0.56 ± 0.08 mm. The error bar represents the 95% confidence interval. These values 

correspond very well with previous measurements of the molasses parameters, measured 

in Chapter 3. 

The guiding fraction depends strongly on the size of the molasses. To illustrate this, it 

is useful to analyze the guiding fraction around the point where \U0\ = lAkBT (the point 

in Fig. 4.3 at the largest power). Here, the derivative of the guiding fraction with respect 

to the size dx/dw* « 0.28, where w* = w/a. This means that if the molasses were to be 

10% smaller in size, the guided fraction would increase from 33%. to 39%o. 

The experiment where the potential depth is varied by changing the detuning resulted 

in a fit of the molasses of T = 4.5 ± 4^K and a = 0.52 ± 0.12 mm. These values also 

agree well with previous experiments. However, the quality of this fit is less accurate, as 

expressed by the larger uncertainties. This is due to the fact that the fit depends on two 

parameters, T and a. to which the shape of the curve is not very sensitive. When we 

compare Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 we observe that for the same guide parameters. P=85 mW, 

5 = - 1 5 x 103r . a small increase of MOT temperature and MOT size reduces the guided 

fraction from 42% to 32%. Note that this order of magnitude is similar as presented in 

Ref. [41], where they used 15 W of optical power, but much further detuned. 

Knowing how to characterize the guiding fraction, it is useful to calculate the optimal 

width of the guiding beam, given the available power. When the waist of the guide is 

small, the potential depth \U0\ is large, but the spatial overlap is not optimal. On the 

other hand, when the waist is very large, the spatial overlap with the molasses is good, but 

fast atoms will escape from the low potential. Keeping the detuning at 5 = - 1 2 x 10 JI \ 

the optimum waist of the guide is found to be w = 0.77 mm and a corresponding guiding 

fraction \ = 47%. Our obtained result of x = 42% using a beam of w = 0.55 mm. 

implies that only a small improvement is possible. 

The purpose of guiding the atomic cloud is to enhance the density of atoms arriving at 
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the surface of the prism, where the EW is located. F o r P = 85 m\V at 6 = - 1 2 x 103 T, 

the observed maximum density of atoms inside the guide is 2 x 109 cm - 3 . Comparing this 
to the value of a free, ballistically spreading cloud, we see a density enhancement of 2.8. 
The guiding fraction can be increased to almost 60% by raising the depth of the guide 
to 55 fiK. However such a high potential depth is obtained by decreasing the detuning to 
5 = - 4.9 x 103 T where radiation pressure by the guide starts to dominate the effect 
on the atoms, as will be shown in the next section. 

4.2.4 Effect of photon scattering 

Up to now the photon scattering due to the guiding beam has not been taken into account. 
In our experiments we make the potential deeper by decreasing the detuning. Whereas 
the potential is linear in the detuning (U ~ 1/6). the scattering rate varies quadratically 
(7 ~ l/S2). For a typical power of 85 mW, and a detuning of S = - 12 x 103 T. the 
photon scattering rate at the center of the guide reaches a value of 250 s_ 1 . During 28 ms 
of falling, N = 7 photons are scattered on average. This corresponds to heating of the 
atoms of AT = (N/3)Trec = 0.8 fiK. This is small compared to the initial temperature 
and we expect no influence on the guiding properties. Indeed, we observed no increase of 
the width of the unguided fraction when the power was increased. 

The direct result of the high scattering rate at low detuning is illustrated in the ab
sorption images in Fig. 4.5a. All three images are taken at 28 ms after the molasses phase 
with the guiding beam present, but with different detuning. For decreasing detuning, the 
scattering rate increases and radiation-pressure pushes the atoms upward, along the di
rection of the guiding beam. This results in an apparent gravity, less than g = 9.81 m/s 2 . 
For a detuning 6 = - 4 . 9 x 103r. the radiation pressure is such that the guided atoms 
have fallen 1.8 mm instead of 3.8 mm for free falling atoms, due to the acceleration of 
only 4.5 m/s 2 . 

We measured the atomic density profiles between 10 ms and 36 ms for different values 
of the detuning ranging from - 4 . 8 x 103r to -1 .2 x 104F, keeping the power at 85 mW. For 
each series we determined the vertical acceleration of the guided fraction which is plotted 
in Fig. 4.5b. The error bars of the experimental data are mainly due to the fact that the 
exact position of the molasses is uncertain. This location is fitted to be 0.63 mm outside 
the field of view of the image. At low detuning, the large errors are the consequence of 
the fact that a large fraction of the guided cloud is outside the field of view. 

The solid curve in Fig. 4.5b represents the calculated value of the acceleration of the 
atoms in the guiding potential. To obtain this curve, we calculated the exact dipole-
potential and the maximum scattering rate at the center of the trap, 70. The average 
scattering rate, 7 is less than this maximum value because the atoms oscillate in the 
potential. We calculated the classical trajectories for 1000 atoms moving in the dipole 
potential and time-averaged the intensity experienced by the atoms. In our case the guide 
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Figure 4.5: a) The atomic density profile after 28 ms of guiding, for different detuning of 
the guiding beam. In each experiment the power was 85 rnW. b ) Measured acceleration 
of the guided fraction. For low detuning of the guide, the atoms are pushed upwards by 
radiation pressure. 

has a Gaussian shape, and under the experimental conditions (T=5 ^K) the scattering 

rate is 7 « 0.6 70. This value is constant to within 5% for the potential range of our 

experiments. Similar to the average intensity, the average scattering rate is reduced by 

a factor 0.6. The measured apparent acceleration corresponds well with the theoretical 

value. 

For values above <5| = 12 x 103r, we observed hardly any influence of radiation 

pressure by the guiding beam. For such a large detuning, the atoms scatter fewer than 5 

photons during their drop, and the guiding fraction is around 42%. For lower detuning 

the atoms are pushed upward, resulting in a delayed arrival time at the prism surface due 

to radiation pressure. The increasing number of scattered photons results in heating of 

the atomic cloud, visible as the elongation of the atomic cloud in the vertical direction. 

For the lowest detuning, the vortical width of the cloud is almost 30% larger compared 
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with free falling atoms. During the time the atoms were guided they have scattered on 
average 25 photons, resulting in a temperature increase of 3 /LiK. 
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4.3 Pulsed guiding 

4.3.1 General 

A drawback of the application of a continuous guide is the scattering of photons, which 

leads to heating and radiation pressure. In this section we discuss the usefulness of an 

alternative scheme where the guiding beam is applied in a pulsed fashion. Due to the 

short time the atoms spend in the light field, the number of scattered photons might be 

decreased. The basic idea is as follows. After the atoms fall down from the MOT and 

expand freely, a short guiding pulse is used to reverse the velocity of the atoms. One can 

apply such a pulse for example at the moment when the atomic cloud is halfway (in time) 

between the original MOT position and the prism surface. Since the force of the light 

field is pointed inward it alters the atomic velocity in the radial direction. After the pulse 

the atoms again move ballistically and they may produce a time focus. In this section we 

present simulations of the focusing of the atomic cloud by such a pulsed guiding beam. We 

also compare this focusing technique to continuous guiding as discussed in the previous 

section. 

4.3.2 Simulation procedure 

The configuration of the guiding beam with respect to the MOT and the prism is the same 

as in Fig. 4.1, with the exception that the guiding beam is off while the MOT is loaded. 

The calculations were done by tracing the trajectories of N classical point particles, 

moving in a time-dependent guiding potential. In all calculations photon scattering is 

ignored: this will be discussed later. It is instructive to consider the temporal evolution 

in the radial direction of the atomic cloud in phase-space: $(p, vp). The time-sequence 

consists of three phases: 

1. Ballistic expansion - We describe the initial molasses distribution in phase space 

by N = 3000 particles. For each particle the initial position and velocity are ran

domly chosen from normal distributions (Fig. 4.6a) in the x, y and z direction. The 

spatial r.m.s. width was taken as a0 = 0.5 mm and the velocity spread in each 

direction as av = 2.3 cm/s, corresponding to a temperature T = 5 /xK. At t = 0 

the atomic cloud starts to expand ballistically, causing the phase-space distribution 

to stretch. The velocity distribution is unchanged, but the spatial width increases: 

a(t) = ^ol + alV. 

2. Guiding pulse - After a time tu the guiding pulse is switched on for a duration T. 

The shape of the guiding potential is the same as in the previous section (Eq. 4.2). 

The trajectory for each atom is calculated by solving the classical equations of 

motion: -mx(t) = — ^ ƒ ' ^ . and similar in the y-direction. The timing of the pulse 
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is described by 0(tr,T) = 1 for f, < t < ti + T. and 0 otherwise. The vertical 
position is given by z(t) = z0 - (l/2)gt2. 

While the guiding pulse is on, the phase space distribution rotates clockwise, and 
two regions can be distinguished: atoms at position smaller ("harmonic region") and 
larger ("outer region") than roughly half the waist of the guide. In the harmonic 
region the Gaussian potential is approximately harmonic. This means that during 
the pulse, atoms in this region are rotated in phase space by an angle £/l0. Note 
that such an angle only depends linear on r when the coordinates (p, vp) are scaled 
such that the lines of constant energy of the potential are circles in phase space. 
Atoms in the outer region experience a force much less than the inner region and 
will be rotated over an angle f < £ho. clue to the fact that the dipole force rapidly 
decreases for p > w/2 . In Fig. 4.6b (left) is the phase space distribution depicted 
immediately after such a pulse. 

3. Ball is t ic expans ion - After the guiding beam is switched off the atoms again 

move ballistically. Because the guiding force is directed inward, it has reversed the 
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Figure 4.6: a) The initial radial phase space distribution of 200 atoms, corresponding to 
a,. = 22 mm/s and ap = 0.1 mm. Note that for illustrative reasons the spatial width is 
smaller than used m the rest of the presented data. After 20 ms of ballistic expansion 
the distribution has been stretched, b) Left The distribution immediately after a 3 ms 
guiding pulse with waist w = 0.5 mm and potential depth \U0\ = 30pK. Right At 35 ms 
the atoms produce a time focus around p = 0. 
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velocity of some of the atoms. The fraction of the atomic cloud which moves back 

towards the center can produce a time focus, see Fig. 4.6b (right). 

This time-sequence is schematically depicted in Fig. 4.7. The upper grey inset shows 

the radial force which acts on the atoms when the guiding beam is on. The inset on the 

right shows the timing of the guiding pulse. 

Figure 4.7: Example of pulsed guiding, a) The spatial dependence of'the dipole force acting 
on the atoms, b) The time window in which the guiding laser is on. c) Trajectories of 
atoms starting at different positions and velocities. First they fall and expand ballistically. 
During the time r the guiding laser is on. their motion is influenced. After the guiding 
laser is shut off, they freely evolve again and produce a time focus. 
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During the time the atoms fall toward the prism, the maximum density of atoms, n, is 
recorded. This maximum is located around (x,y,z) = (0,0, (l/2)gt2). For a ballistieally 
spreading cloud, the density decreases monotonically as 

nbaii{t) = n0 (4.8) 

Vv̂ o + W 
were n0 is the maximum density in the MOT. 

For a MOT described by a0 = 0.5 mm and a temperature of 5 /iK, the density is 0.15n0 

after the atomic cloud has fallen for 35 ms, corresponding to 6 mm. In the presence of 
the pulsed guide, the density is changed by a factor 

a(t) = nguide(t)/nbaii.(t) (4.9) 

When the guide focuses the atoms (or a fraction of the cloud). this factor becomes larger 
than unity. A typical example is shown in Fig. 4.8, where the guiding pulse was on from 
20 until 23 ms, and the potential was described by a waist of 0.75 mm, and a potential 
depth of 68 /iK. After the pulse is off, the density increase was a factor a = 2. 

4.3.3 Results 

In this section we will discuss the increase in density a at 35 ms, since this is the time 
at which the atoms reach the prism surface. We will set the timing parameters to fixed 
values, t\ = 20 ms and r = 3ms. The time between the focus and guiding pulse is thus 
shorter than the 20 ms expansion phase. This timing may not lead to a > 1, but even to 
a higher spatial density compared to the initial molasses density n0. 

The size of the beam waist should be large enough that a sizable fraction of the atoms 
is focused by the harmonic region of the guide. To find this value, we varied the waist 
of the guide together with the potential depth, such that U/w2 remains constant. This 
means that near the center the curvature of the potential, i.e. the harmonic frequency, is 
constant, and the focus will remain at 35 ms. For a beam waist of 1 mm, the potential 
needed is U0 = 120 /iK. In Fig. 4.8 we see that a increases for increasing guide waist 
and eventually saturates. For very large waist, all atoms contribute to the focus and the 
density increase is amax « 1 1 , corresponding to 1.6 times the maximum density of the 
molasses. This enhancement of spatial density occurs at the expense of a larger velocity 
spread due to Liouville's theorem. 

When, for comparison, the pulse is given halfway in time during the fall towards the 
prism, i.e. t\ = 16ms the maximum obtainable density increase is amax « 3.6. In this 
case the focal density equals the initial molasses density. 
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Figure 4.8: a) Density increase as a function of time for a guide described by w = 0.75mm, 
UQ = 61 \iK. The grey area indicated the time interval in which the guiding pulse is applied. 
b) Focal density as a function of the waist of the guide. The potential depth was changed 
such, that the rotation angle in phase space is constant, i.e. the focus is kept at 35 ms. 
The axis on the right side displays the enhancement relative to the molasses density. 

4.3.4 Photon scattering 

Until now we did not take into account photon scattering. For example, if 85 mW is 

available to create a potential with a waist w = 0.9 mm and UQ = 97/iK, the detuning 

must be set to 5/2TT = —6 GHz. This will yield a density increase of a « 2.8. However, the 

total number of scattered photons is then roughly 36, so that the temperature increases by 

4.3 /iK, comparable the initial temperature of the atomic cloud. Moreover the radiation 

pressure results in a vertical velocity change of almost Aivz « 2 1 cin/s, comparable with 

the average velocity of the atoms before the pulse. Increasing the waist to get a higher 

focal density, one has to decreasing the detuning even further, resulting in even a higher 

number of scattered photons. 

To reduce the number of scattered photons, the detuning must be increased. Conse

quently the potential depth is reduced and the focus is less 'tight'. This implies a smaller 

ti, i.e. the pulse must be given earlier in time. Such a weak focus obviously results in a 

reduced focal density enhancement. For example, when the pulse is given halfway in time, 

t\ = 16 ms, and the focus is kept at 35 ms. the maximal density increase amax = 3.6. 

Still, to obtain an increase of a = 2.8, the detuning is then such that the atoms scatter 

over 20 photons, given a detuning of ó/27r = —8 GHz. 

When one waits longer with applying the pulse, the focus strength must be even larger, 

i.e. the potential must be deeper and the scatter rate will increase. In addition the waist 
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of the guide must be larger, due to the larger width of the atomic cloud at the moment 

the pulse is applied. 

4.4 Conclusions 

We showed the guiding of atoms from a MOT by a continuous light beam for 28 ms. For 
a total power of 85 mW and detuning larger than \6\ = 12 x 103F, 42 % of the atoms is 
guided. Although the guide is red-detuned, the optical scattering rate at this detuning 
is acceptably low. For lower detuning even a larger fraction was guided but radiation 
pressure starts to push the atoms upward, resulting in an acceleration less than gravity. 
The results of the measured guided fraction corresponded well with a analytical theoretical 
model. The guiding fraction depends only on the relative energy (temperature) of the 
guide and the MOT, and their relative size. Using this model we were able to fit the 
size and the temperature of the MOT, which agrees with previous measurements of these 
MOT parameters. For a detuning of S = —12 X lO^T. the density enhancement after 
28 ms is 2.8, compared with ballistically spreading atoms. 

We compared this enhancement with simulations of density increase using a pulsed 
guiding beam. We showed that such a pulse can turn the atoms around, and produce 
a time focus. To create such a focus, the potential has to be deep enough to turn the 
atoms around during the limited time interval in which the guiding pulse is on. To obtain 
focal densities at 35 ms comparable with the continuous guide, we showed that the pulse 
should be applied roughly halfway the fall towards the prism. Since in the pulsed scheme 
one waits for the cloud to expand, the available power must be distributed over a larger 
area. This has to be compensated by a smaller detuning in order to make a sufficiently 
deep potential. Given our experimental parameters, such low detuning results in heating 
of the atomic cloud on the order of the initial molasses temperature. Moreover radiation 
pressure during the pulse will be large enough to stop the atoms. Therefore we conclude 
that continuous guiding is a better choice. 
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Chapter 5 

A stochastic rainbow caustic 
observed in an inelastic atomic 
reflection 

5.1 Introduction 

Many techniques have been proposed and experimentally realized to reflect slow atoms. 
One of the methods is to make use of (near resonant) optical light fields which can create 
a spatially dependent potential. Of great importance was the proposal by Cook and Hill 
[9] to use an evanescent wave (EW) as a non-uniform laser field. In f987 such an atomic 
mirror was experimentally realized by Balykin and co-workers [10], who observed specular 
reflection of an atomic beam from such an EW. One of the main features of such an EW is 
its small extension into the vacuum, typically the wavelength of the laser light. Therefore, 
the atoms spend only a short time in the optical field during the reflection, so that the 
number of scattered photons is small. In elastic mirrors, where the laser light is far from 
resonance, this reflection can be purely specular. When an atom scatters photons from 
the EW, it will gain momentum along the surface of reflection due to the absorbed photon 
recoil. We directly observed this lateral radiation pressure of 8 7Rb atoms reflecting from 
an EW [13]. In this experiment the laser was tuned to a closed transition. 

The nature of the reflection changes dramatically when the laser is tuned to an open 

transition, so that photon scattering can change the internal state of the atom. When the 
hyperfine ground state of the atom changes during the reflection, the EW potential drops 
suddenly due to the increased detuning of the laser field. Thus the atom is slowed down 
by a high potential, and accelerated from the surface by a low potential. This process is 
called an elementary Sisyphus process [45], or evanescent-wave cooling [14, 15]. In this 
chapter we focus on the velocity distribution of the reflected atoms, which is found to be 
highly asymmetric. Moreover, this distribution contains a caustic at the lowest possible 
velocity. The spontaneous nature of the caustic makes it different from known caustics. 
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Caustics are ubiquitous phenomena in nature. Examples are the cusp-shaped patterns 

of light reflection on the inside of a coffee-cup and the patterns of bright lines observed on 

the bottom of a swimming pool (for a good review, see Berry [46]). The prime example 

of a caustic is the common rainbow, which can be understood in a ray-optics picture 

by considering how the scattering angle of a light ray depends on its impact parameter 

on a water droplet [47, 48] (see Fig. 5.1). Whereas the incident rays have smoothly 

distributed impact parameters, the outgoing rays pile up where the scattering angle has 

a local extremum. Such a divergence of the ray density, the caustic, appears at the 

rainbow angle. In atomic [49] and nuclear [50] scattering experiments analogous rainbow 

phenomena have also been observed. It is important to note that all of these examples 

are deterministic rainbows: every impact parameter results in a single outgoing angle. 

The distribution of impact parameters then results in a distribution of outgoing angles. 

Previous experiments on the transverse velocity distribution of atoms bouncing elas-

tically on corrugated mirrors [51, 52] also allow an interpretation in terms of caustics. 
However, those were of the usual kind, where the outgoing transverse velocity is a func
tion of the position where the atom hits the mirror. The caustic then originates from 
atoms reflecting from inflection points on the mirror surface. 

The examples of caustics that have been known so far have in common that the out

going parameter (scattering angle) is a deterministic function of the incoming parameter 

(impact parameter). In this chapter we report on our observation of a new type of rain-

Figure 5.1: The optical rainbow 
The optical rainbow is formed when (sun)light falls on spherical water droplets water with 
refractive index n, Fig.a. Consider a monochromatic ray of light falling on the droplet with 
an impact parameter b, defined as the displacement with respect to an axis through 
the center of the droplet. A part of the light is transmitted, with a change of direction 
described by Snell's law. Some of this light escapes the droplet after one internal 
reflection. The outgoing angle is determined by the impact parameter and the refractive 
index. 
For b=0 the outgoing angle 6=0. For increasing impact parameter the 
scattering angle increases to a maximum, and decreases again, see Fig.b. 
Because the droplet is uniformly illuminated, the distribution of outgoing angles is 
expected to be the greatest were the scattering angle varies most slowly with changes 
in the impact parameter. This divergence of the ray density, or "caustic", appears at the 
rainbow angle 42. t? (Fig.c). Above this angle the intensity is zero until the angle is 
approximately 50" where the secondary rainbow appears, which is the result of two 
internal reflections. The dark region in between these angles is called Alexander's dark 
band. 
Each outgoing angle is associated with two possible impact parameters, with a different 
path length inside the droplet. These two paths interfere in the far field, producing a 
droplet-size dependent interference pattern, the supernumerary arcs. These are usually 
not visible since they are washed out due to spread in droplet size. 
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bow caustic existing by virtue of a stochastic process, which distributes a single-valued 
incident velocity over a range of bouncing velocities. To our knowledge, such stochastic 
caustics have not been observed before, and is therefore new in its kind. 

5.2 Principle of the inelastic evanescent-wave mirror 

When an atom is reflected by the EW, the dissipative part of the potential leads to photon 
scattering. Since the frequency of the EW-light is off resonance, two types of scattering 
can be distinguished [53]: Rayleigh. or elastic scattering, where the initial state equals 
the final state. The second type is called Raman, or inelastic scattering, where the initial 
state differs from the final state. 

In the experiments presented here, we tune the EW laser field near an open transition 
to induce spontaneous Raman scattering, where the atom changes its hyperfine state. 
This process will also be referred to as "optical hyperfine pumping". To illustrate the 
basic process, we now consider a three-level atom, with an excited state Fe and two stable 
ground states Fg = 1.2. These are the two hyperfine ground states in the case of 87Rb, 
separated in energy by the hyperfine splitting Ahfs (Fig. 5.2a). We assume that the 
initial state of the atom is the Fg = 1 state. When it arrives at the surface with energy 
mvf/2, it is slowed down and reflected by the EW potential Ui(z), see Fig. 5.2b, where 
the subscripts 1, 2 denote the hyperfine ground state. Using the approximation of unity 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, the optical potentials for the two ground states are written 

a) b) 

a) A light ray with impact parameter b leaves the 
droplet with an angle 6 after one internal reflection. 

b) The outgoing angle as a function of impact parameter. 
c) The intensity as a function of outgoing angle. The divergence 

(caustic) appears at the so called rainbow angle. 

C) 1/f 
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Figure 5.2: a) Relevant atomic levels of87Rb. b ) yin atom enters the evanescent wave 
in its Fg = 1 state with initial velocity t',. It is decelerated and spontaneously scatters 
a photon at a velocity vp. After being pumped to Fg = 2 it accelerates and leaves the 
potential with asymptotic velocity vj. 

as: 
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(5.1) 

(5.2) 

where the detuning S\ is with respect to the \Fg = 1) —> \Fe) transition, and the inten

sity I is the effective intensity at the surface as defined in Chapter 2. The parameter 

0 < 1 describes the relative height of the two potentials. Spontaneous Raman scattering 

transfers the atom to the higher hyperfine ground state (Fg = 2). When transferred, 

the laser frequency is detuned from the atomic \Fg = 2) —> |Fe) transition by approxi

mately 5] + Aft/S. This increase of detuning results in a decrease of optical potential, i.e. 

U2{z) < U\(z) . Thus the atom is slowed down by a high potential, scatters a hyperfine 

changing photon, and is accelerated from the surface by a low potential. The energy of 

the reflected atoms is less than their initial energy, so they will bounce up less high than 

their initial position. 
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5.3 Measurements of the density profile of inelasti-
cally reflected atoms 

When the atoms are dropped from the molasses they are in the upper hyperfine state, 
Fg — 2. Before undergoing an inelastic reflection, we prepared the atoms in the lowest 
hyperfine state. Fg = 1. This is done by laser light resonant with the open Fg — 2 —* 

Fe — 1 transition of the D2 line. This optical pumping laser we call the depumper and 
was aligned such that it overlapped the guiding laser. The waist of this Gaussian beam 
was 0.7 mm with a total power of 50 fj,W, thus the transition is saturated. The depumper 
was applied for a few ms and started 28 ms after the atoms were released from the 
molasses, just before they arrive at the prism. To check the efficiency of the depumper, 
an absorption image was taken after the depumping pulse. Since the probe was resonant 
with the Fg = 2 state, no atoms were observed. When a repumper beam was applied just 
before the probe, all atoms reappeared. 

We measured a slight difference in the vertical position of the atomic cloud when the 
depumper pulse was applied directly after releasing the atoms from the molasses. Due 
to the recoil of the absorbed photons, after 34 ms the atomic cloud has fallen roughly 
0.2 mm less than without depumper pulse. No influence was found on the shape of the 
cloud, i.e. no heating of the cloud was measured. 

When the cloud reaches the prism, the EW is switched on for typically 4 ms. The 
EW is only on during this time interval to suppress scattering of stray light which can 
exert radiation pressure on the atoms, and transfer them back to Fg = 2. Such stray light 
results from multiple reflections inside the prism and at the surfaces of the vacuum cell. 
After a variable delay tproi,e, only those atoms that have been transferred to Fg = 2 are 

MOT/molasses 
Time 

Depumper J 2ms 

EW 4ms 

Probe 
^ m M«-H K M 

2s 28ms 4ms tprobe 

Figure 5.3: Time sequence of an inelastic reflection. After the atoms are released from 
the molasses, they fall toward the prism. Just before they arrive at the prism surface the 
depumper transfers the atoms to the Fg = 1 state. The evanescent wave reflects the atoms 
inelastically by pumping them back to Fg = 2. After time tvrobe the atomic cloud is imaged 
on the CCD camera. 
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Figure 5.4: Absorption images (2.2 x 4.5mm2j at different moments after bouncing on an 
EW, with detuning Si = 92r, and K " 1 = 1/xm, where t = 0 is defined as the time that the 
center of the cloud reaches the mirror. The line sums show the atomic density distribution 
above the prism. The dotted line indicates the prism surface. The initial MOT was located 
5.8 mm above the surface. The thick curve in the middle is the result of our calculation 
at 7 ms. 

imaged on the CCD camera, where t = 0 is defined as the time that the center of the 
cloud reaches the mirror. This time-sequence is schematically depicted in Fig. 5.3. 

A typical series with 2 ms time increments is shown in Fig. 5.4. Each image has 

been summed in a horizontal direction to obtain a density profile. The solid curve is the 

result of a calculation described below. The amplitude of the theoretical curve has been 

scaled such that the maximum optical density of the experimental curve coincides with 

the theoretical maximum value. This is the only fit parameter. 

As expected, the atoms bounce up less high than their initial height. Furthermore, 

the spatial distribution shows another striking feature: it displays a high density peak at 

low z. and a long low-density tail extending upward. Note also that there is a time-focus: 

the density peak is sharpest when the slowest atoms reach their upper turning point. 

This density distribution is an immediate result of the scattering behaviour of the atoms 

during the reflection and will be explained in the next section. 

5.4 Analysis: Stochastic Rainbow 

The high density peak in the atomic density distribution of the inelastically reflected atoms 

is the direct result of a caustic, appearing at the lower edge of the velocity distribution. 
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The caustic can be understood by considering the atoms as point particles moving in 

the EW potential. This corresponds to the ray-optics limit for the optical rainbow. We 

consider an atom arriving at the surface in its Fg = 1 hyperfine ground state, with an 

initial downward velocity v, < 0. The initial velocity is determined by the distance 

which the atom has fallen from the MOT to the surface, which is typically 34 cm/s 

corresponding to 5.8 mm. Its trajectory through phase space is determined by energy 

conservation: Ui(0)exp(—2KZ) + \mv2 = \mvf, and is depicted in Fig. 5.5 by the thick 

line. The closest point to the surface is the motional turning point of the atom which is 

only a few hundred nm: z0 = (2K) _ 1 1II(2?7I(0) /mvf) . 

After being pumped to the Fg = 2 state at velocity vp, the atom continues on a new 

trajectory determined by U2(z) = j3Ui(z). The asymptotic velocity at which the atom 

leaves the surface is Vf = Jv% + p(vf — vï). 

To illustrate the formation of the caustic, possible trajectories starting at various 

positions in phase space are depicted as thin gray (vp < 0) and black (vp > 0) curves. For 

asymptotically large z the density of curves represents the outgoing velocity distribution, 

showing the caustic where the trajectories pile up at the lowest possible velocity. The 

trajectories with the lowest outgoing velocities are those which originated near the turning 

point. 

This distribution is similar to the angle distribution of the optical rainbow (5.1b). The 

density of outgoing trajectories diverges at the ''rainbow velocity". Below this velocity the 

intensity is zero, similar to Alexander's dark band in the optical rainbow [47]. Above the 

rainbow velocity the intensity distribution decreases smoothly. 

Despite the similarities, there is a crucial difference between a rainbow created by sun

light refracted by water droplets and our 'velocity caustic'. The appearance of a rainbow 

is due to a deterministic process, where the scattering angle is uniquely determined by 

the impact parameter. In our experiment the incoming velocity u, is nearly single-valued, 

and is distributed over a broad range of outgoing velocities by the stochastic process of 

spontaneous Raman scattering. 

In view of the novel character of this caustic, the analogy with known examples can 

only be valid to some extent. For example, the position of the caustic is independent of 

the size parameter K. Similarly the optical rainbow angle does not depend on the droplet 

size. 

The limitation of the analogy becomes apparent through the parameter p which deter

mines the position of the caustic. This parameter characterizes the "degree of dissipation" 

and therefore has no analogy in the optical rainbow, or any other deterministic caustic. 

For example, the optical rainbow angle is determined by the index of refraction n of water. 

However, the energy of the photons is not changed, and therefore n cannot be compared 

to 0. 
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Figure 5.5: Construction of the velocity caustic in terms of phase space trajectories. The 
velocity of the incident atoms is vt = —0.34 m/s. The thick solid line shows the trajectory 
of the lower hyperfine state bouncing elastically. If the atom is pumped to the other 
hyperfine state it continues on a different trajectory. The thin lines represent possible 
outgoing paths, each starting at a different pumping velocity, depending on the position 
of Raman-transfer. The density of outgoing trajectories diverges, yielding a caustic in 
the velocity distribution. Shown in the upper curve are the total distribution (solid line), 
and the contribution of atoms moving toward (short dash) and away from (long dash) the 
surface while being transferred. 
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5.4.1 Quantitative analysis 

In order to quantitatively analyze our experimental data, we write the optical hyperfine-

pumping rate during the bounce as T'(z) = (1 — q)TU\{z)/Mi. where q=0.72 is the 

branching ratio from the excited state to Fg = 1. We define r](v) as the survival probability 

for the atom to reach the velocity v without undergoing optical pumping. This function 

decreases monotonically in time as T) = — T'rj, which is reformulated as drj/dv = — rj/vc, 

where vc = 2KR<!)1/(1 — q)mT, with m the atomic mass. For \v\ < \v{\, the solution is 

7](v) = exp(—(v — Vi)/vc) (since the initial condition is //((';) = 1). When the pumping 

process takes place at a certain velocity v = vp, the atom leaves the surface with velocity 

Vf = JVp(l — 3) + dvf (Fig. 5.2). This results in a distribution of bouncing velocities, 

resulting from atoms which were pumped while moving toward (v~) or away from (IL}") 

the surface: 

, v V(vp(vf)) dv~ v(v+(vf)) dv+ 
n{vf) = v- x / + — p - x - i 5.3 

for \ / J | y i | < *'ƒ < \vi\- The result is plotted in Fig. 5.5. This distribution diverges at 

Vf = y/j3\vi\. Note again the strong resemblance with the optical rainbow distribution of 

outgoing angles , see Fig. 5.1c. 

This velocity caustic originates from atoms which are pumped near the turning point. 

There are two reasons for scattering preferentially at this position. An atom spends a 

relatively long time at the turning point since its velocity is lowest there. In addition, 

the intensity of the EW. and thus the photon scattering rate is highest at the turning 

point. The divergence is an artefact of the ray-optics description. It disappears due to 

diffraction when the atoms are treated as matter waves. 

To compare the experimentally obtained spatial distributions with the model, we first 

calculated the one-dimensional phase-space density $(z, v). The spatial distribution is 

obtained by projecting $ on the 2-axis. Initially the MOT is described by a normalized 

Gaussian, <fr(z,v) oc exp(—(z — z0)
2/2a^) exp(—v2/2CJI) with z0 = 5.8 mm, az = 0.5 mm 

and av = 2.8 cm/s (Fig. 5.6a). The cloud falls due to gravity and expands due to thermal 

motion. When it arrives at the EW, its velocity distribution is nearly Gaussian centered 

around v = —34 cm/s, with a spread of av = 0.9 cm/s. This decrease in velocity spread is 

due to the fact that it is the distribution at fixed position, not at fixed time. This is called 

kinematic compression. When the cloud is reflected, its velocity distribution is changed 

in the way described above. Then the phase space distribution evolves freely again except 

for gravity and we calculate the spatial distribution of inelastically bounced atoms after 

a time of flight t (Fig. 5.6). To illustrate the agreement with the experimental data, the 

result for a time t = 7 ms is drawn as the thick line in Fig. 5.4. 
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Figure 5.6: Temporal evolution of phase space density (in units of M/h) along the z-
direction. The MOT is described by a Gaussian distribution both in velocity and position. 
During the inelastic reflection, the velocity distribution is changed in the way described 
in the text. The atoms start with an upwards velocity, and move away from the surface. 
After some time the atoms turn around and fall back to the prism. Depicted are the 
distributions at t = 9 and 15 ms after the bounce. The spatial distribution is obtained by 
projecting the distribution on the z-axis. 
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5.5 Energy dissipation: measurements of bounce height 

By analyzing the shape of the atomic distribution, information is obtained about the 
scattering process, resulting in the caustic at the rainbow velocity. A typical example of 
inelastically reflected atoms is shown in Fig. 5.7a. It shows the density profile of atoms 
14 ms after the reflection, when the peak reaches its turning point. It clearly does not 
rise to the initial MOT position (5.8 mm). The peak is the direct result of the caustic at 
the lowest possible velocity. Above the caustic a low density tail is present from atoms 
transferred moving towards or away from the surface. Below the caustic peak there are 
no atoms at all. similar to Alexander's dark band of the optical rainbow. 

The height to which the caustic atoms bounce back up. is completely determined by 
the ratio of the optical potentials of both ground states, (3, defined in Eq. 5.2. It does 
not depend on the intensity of the EW, or its decay length «T1. Fig. 5.7a shows three 
measurements of the reflected cloud for different steepness of the EW. Both the peak 
position and the shape of the cloud do not change. However, the number of reflected 
atoms does change: the duration of a reflection on a shallow potential is much longer 
compared with a steep potential. Therefore more atoms are pumped over to the Fg = 2 

Height (mm) , x Height (mm) 

Figure 5.7: a) Measured density profiles at t = 14 ms after the bounce for a s-polarized 
EW with K~1 = 1.96/tm, 0.80//m and 0.62um. Si = 150r with respect to the D2-line. The 
curves have been offset by 0.015. Variation of K in this range has no influence on the 
position and shape of the spatial density profile, b) Measured density profiles for various 
detuning, again with 0.01,5 offset. The decay length was fixed: K~1 = 0.8 \im. The curves 
are measured at the moment that the density peak reaches its highest point. 
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Figure 5.8: Measured height of the upper turning point as a fraction of the initial (MOT) 
height, for an s-polarized EW, near a) the D2-line and b) the Dy-line. This represents (3, 
the relative optical potential strength of the Fg = \ and Fg = 2 ground states. The curves 
result from a calculation including all hyperfine levels, and have been averaged over the 
ground state magnetic sublevels. 

state. 

The rainbow velocity is calculated as y/J3vi, and determines the bouncing height for 

the density peak. Fig. 5.7b shows the atomic density profile at the upper turning point 

for three different detunings. The relative height of the atomic cloud with respect to the 

height of the MOT is a direct measure of the energy dissipation. For the highest detuning, 

the energy dissipation is the lowest, i.e. the atoms bounce up the highest. 

To calculate the exact value of 0 one has to calculate the light shifts U\ and U2 

including all excited state hyperfine levels and their magnetic sublevels. We calculate 0 

by averaging over all magnetic states of the hyperfine ground state. Fig. 5.8 shows its 

dependency on the detuning for a s-polarized EW, detuned with respect to the Dx and 

D2 line. There is a small difference between 0 for the two D-lines. This results from the 

different level structure in the excited state. When the frequency is tuned close to the 

ö jd ine . 3 is primarily determined by the Fg = 1. 2 -> Fe = 2 transitions. For the D2-\ine 

the dominant transitions are the Fg = 1 -> Fe = 2 and the Fg = 2 -» Fe = 3 transition. 

The detuning for the Fg = 2 state is S2 = 51 + Ahf,H - 87 MHz, see Fig. 5.2. For very large 

detuning the 87 MHz can be neglected, but for (5, = 150 T the correction is 9%, and for 

S1 = 75 T it is almost 14%. 

When the EW has a large detuning, the accuracy in determining this upper turning 

point is lower since the atomic density is lower. There are several reasons for this density 
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decrease: the upper turning point is reached at a later time so that the atomic cloud 
expands longer. In addition, a larger detuning causes less hyperfine pumping due to the 
reduced scattering rate of the EW (this will be discussed in Sec. 5.7). Finally, for larger 
detuning the potential is lower, i.e. the the effective mirror size is small, and thus fewer 
atoms are reflected. 

Since the relevant Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the DA line are smaller compared to 
those of the D2 line, the size of the atomic mirror is smaller for the former case. Therefore 
the number of reflected atoms is smaller, and when the detuning exceeds 170 T no atoms 
are detected. 

5.6 Polarization dependence 

As mentioned already in the previous section, the degree of dissipation, B, depends on the 
polarization of the EW. When the laser beam is s-polarized, the EW is linearly polarized 
as well, see Chapter 2. All relevant magnetic substates experience almost the same light 
shift induced by the EW. The time of flight distribution of the reflection in Fig. 5.9a 
shows the sharp peak, resulting from the caustic. The inset shows the optical potentials 
for both hyperfine ground states. 

The situation is different when the laser beam creating the EW isp-polarized. Fig. 5.9b 
shows the density distribution of atoms reflecting from the same EW as Fig. 5.9a, but 
with orthogonal polarization. Clearly the density distribution is much broader and shows 
three distinct maxima corresponding to 3 = 0.08, 0.15 and 0.23. This behaviour can 
be understood from the optical potentials, also plotted in the inset of the figure. Because 
the EW is elliptically polarized, there is a large potential difference between different 
magnetic sublcvels. due to different Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Many different Raman 
transitions are possible with different initial and final states, each with another 3. We 
have indicated the 15 caustic positions at 8.5 ms after the reflection, by the vertical bars 
in Fig. 5.9b. The bar at 2.8 mm corresponds to the position of elastically reflected atoms 
(,fl = 1). Although we calculate a series of possible transitions, only three are clearly 
visible but it is difficult to address a specific transition. 

It should be noted that to distinguish the different mF transitions, the EW was only 
switched on for only 2 ms. This short opening time of the EW also reduces the to
tal number of reflected atoms, and therefore an optical guide was used, as described in 
Chapter 4. 

5.7 Optical hyperfine pumping 

As mentioned already in section 5.5. the total number of atoms that are optically pumped 
to the upper hyperfine state depends on two parameters of the EW: 5i and K. in this 
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Figure 5.9: Density distribution of atoms 8.5 ms after bouncing melastically on an EW 
described by K'1 = 0.8 A. Si = 136 T (D{ line) and total power of 70 mW. a) The 
EW was created by a s-polanzed laser beam. The inset shows the optical potential for the 
different hyperfine ground states, b) The EW was created by a p-polarized laser beam. The 
bars indicate the position of calculated heights at this moment, corresponding to different 
possible transitions between initial and final mF-states. 

section we present measurements and analysis of the fraction of atoms being transferred. 

To measure the fraction of transferred atoms, the experimental procedure is as follows: 

first an inelastic bounce is imaged using the timing as shown in Fig. 5.3. By integrating 

the atomic density distribution, we obtain the number of atoms transferred to the Fg = 2 

state, N2. Then the same procedure is repeated, with the addition that the repumper light 

is switched on, just before the probe pulse. This transfers all elastically reflected atoms 

to the Fg = 2 state, so that all atoms are imaged by the probe beam. The atomic density 

contains the total number of reflected atoms, N1 + N2. Fig. 5.10a shows three images 

taken in the latter fashion, for different detuning. For low detuning almost all atoms are 

transferred during the reflection, whereas for large detuning a substantial fraction of the 

atoms remain in the lower ground state. The result is presented in Fig. 5.10b where the 

fraction of transferred atoms is measured as a function of detuning. 

The solid curve represents the result of the calculated transfer fraction. To obtain this 

value, we calculated the time dependent scattering rate as observed by the atoms, while 

being reflected. This can be written as 

l'(t) = 7osech2 (nvit) (5.4) 
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Figure 5.10: a) Absorption images of all atoms, both Fg = 1 and 2, taken 3 ms after 
reflection. The lower part of the cloud are the inelastically reflected atoms, whereas the 
upper part represents the elastic fraction. The dotted tine indicates the prism surface, b ) 
Probability for the atoms to be optically hyperfine pumped during the inelastic reflection. 
The solid tine is the result of a rate equation calculation, the squares are the experimental 
measured values. The detuning is with respect to the Di-line and the decay length is kept 
constant: n~l = 0.5 x 10 - 6 m. 

where 70 = mvfT/2%6i is the maximal scattering rate, reached at the motional turning 
point of the atoms. The duration of the bounce, ( K D , ) - 1 , is typically 3 fxs in our exper
iments. The fraction of transferred atoms is then calculated by solving the optical rate 
equations [53] (omitting the excited state population), interacting with this light pulse. 

N2 = -Ni = (1 - q)Nl7{t) (5.5) 

where q=0.72 is the branching ratio to the Fg = 1 state, where we assume large detuning 

and equal population of all magnetic sublevels [16]. After being optically pumped from 

Fg = 1 to Fg = 2. the scattering rate decreases dramatically due to the increased detuning 

(a factor 565 to 20 as the detuning increases from <5]/T = 50 to 350). Therefore pumping 

back to the lower state is not taken into account. 

We find that the calculated value is systematically lower than the experimental one, i.e. 

atoms have scattered more photons than expected. A possible reason could be diffusely 

scattered light from the surface of the prism, i.e. a fraction of the beam creating the 

EW is not reflected totally, and propagates into the vacuum. This can happen due to 

roughness of the prism surface. This has been observed in Ref .[54], where the number of 
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scattered photons is determined by measuring the broadening of an atomic cloud reflecting 

elastically on an EW. 

Another possible reason for the large number of scattered photons could be that the 

EW light contains a resonant spectral background. Such a spectral background was in

vestigated in Ref. [34], where the heating rate in a 'gravito-optical surface trap' decreased 

when the EW was spectrally filtered. Spectral background can occur due to amplified 

spontaneous emission in the tapered-amplifier chip. This type of chip we characterized 

in Ref. [35] and the resonant background was found to be smaller than 0.7 n W / F , which 

would increase the scatter rate by 4 photons per second. Photon scattering is thus neg

ligible since the reflection takes only a few micro seconds. However, these values were 

measured under ideal conditions. It is conceivable that the tapered amplifier was not 

optimally aligned during the presented measurements, and the spectral background was 

higher. Finally, the number of transferred atoms may have been overestimated if a small 

amount of repumper light was present. 

For the experimental data around <5j = 133 T the difference with theory is about 4 

or 5 photons. This of the same order as found in previous experiments [29, 13], where we 

measured radiation pressure by the EW field. In the latter experiment we found an excess 

of 3 scattered photons. Similar experiments done by the Dalibard group [45] with cesium 

atoms showed roughly the same relative difference between theory and measurements. In 

this experiment the transfer was measured at much larger detuning (2 to 4 GHz), and the 

experimental values were roughly 2 times as large as predicted. The authors suspected 

this to be a consequence of light scattered from the prism due to surface irregularities. 

Note that for increasing detuning the effective mirror size becomes smaller. When an 
atom is transferred too early in its approach towards the surface, the optical potential for 
the Fg = 2 state is too small to overcome the residual kinetic energy of the atom. The 
atom will hit the prism and be lost. As an example we calculated that this loss fraction is 
33%, for EW with a detuning of 166 T, and 70 mW power. If this loss factor is taken into 
account, the theoretical curve is lowered. This further increases the difference between 
the theoretical expectation and the measured values. 

5.8 Discussion of phase-space density 

Considering the divergence of the distribution of outgoing velocities, it is interesting to 

calculate the maximum phase space density, $ m a l , in the context of evanescent-wave 

cooling [14, 15, 45]. The initial one-dimensional phase space density (PSD) of a single 

atom is determined by the atomic density and temperature after molasses, Fig. 5.6 (t = 0). 

The PSD is represented in units oiM/h, where M and h are the atomic mass and Planck's 

constant respectively. After the reflection, the PSD is calculated for the Fg = 2 state of 

the atom. Due to the broad velocity distribution an unexpected result followed: although 
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energy is removed from the atoms, the pumping process leads to a decrease of phase-space 
density. After the reflection, $mQa. is roughly three times lower than the initial 10"4 of 
the MOT for our experimental conditions. This can be seen in Fig. 5.6. Note that due 
to Liouville's theorem the maximum PSD does not change before and after the reflection 
since the atoms move in the conservative gravitational potential. 

We compare <&max of the reflected atoms with that of the MOT, and define 
a = $max/$MOT- We find that the condition for a > 1 is mainly determined by j3 and 
vc, both depending on the detuning, and the falling height of the atoms h. In Fig. 5.11, 
a is plotted as a function of Si and h. 

For fixed falling height, the dependence of a on Si shows a maximum at the condition 
2vc = vt. In this case the pumping rate at the turning point reaches its maximum, i.e. the 
peak at the lower edge of the velocity distribution reaches its maximum possible value. 
In the limit of high vc oc Si, the scattering rate at the turning point is low. When vc is 
too low the Fg = 1 state is too much depleted before it reaches the turning point. This 
also results in a low pumping rate. 

Decreasing the fall height also increases a since this determines the velocity of the 
atoms arriving at the EW, hence the duration of the bounce. This means that in multiple 
bounce experiments, the first bounce reduces the falling height but leads to a decrease 
of $max- Only later bounces may lead to effective cooling of the atomic cloud, and an 
increase of §max. It should be noted that this calculation is only valid for a single inelastic 
bounce with an initial narrow distribution. After many bounces the spatial distribution 
will become barometric [15]. 

o ïoor 20or 
detuning 8-, 

Figure 5.11: Contourpiot of the calculated ratio (a) of phase space density after and before 
the inelastic bounce. The thick line corresponds to a = 1. Other parameters where fixed: 
«T1 = 1.3 fim . MOT radius 0.3 mm. T= 30fj,K. 
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5.9 Outlook: Interference phenomena 

The comparison of the inelastic reflection with the optical rainbow gives rise to the in

triguing question: can we observe the equivalent of supernumerary arcs in the atomic 

velocity distribution? Any interference effect in the velocity distribution should manifest 

itself in the time of flight density distribution. 

The supernumerary arcs of the optical rainbow are due to interference of two rays with 

different impact parameter but the same outgoing angle. These two paths will interfere in 

the far field due to the wave character of light. The phase difference is due to the different 

path length inside the droplet. The outgoing angular distribution shows minima where 

the two paths interfere destructively, and maxima where they interfere constructively. 

The size of the droplet determines the position of these arcs. In nature supernumeraries 

are not frequently observed, due to the spread in droplet size. 

The high-velocity tail of our reflected velocity distribution is also the sum of two 

contributions: of atoms moving toward and moving away from the surface when they 
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Figure 5.12: a) Schematic picture of two different paths in phase space with equal final 
velocity, but with opposite transfer velocity. The grey area is proportional to the phase 
difference. The inset shows the influence of the photon recoil, b) The calculated final 
velocity distribution for a single atom for K = 2 x 106 m~l, including interference (thin 
line). The thick line (which has an artificial offset) results from the same calculation 
but also includes the initial velocity spread of the atomic cloud, and shows less visible 
oscillations. The velocity distribution of the atoms falling on the EW is a Gaussian 
centered around vz = —35 cm/s with an r.m.s. width of 0.9 cm/s. 
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are pumped to Fg = 2. Two trajectories with the same outgoing velocity, but with 
opposite pumping velocity ±vp could interfere, resulting in oscillations in the velocity 
distribution. This is a nontrivial effect because it involves the spontaneous emission of 
a photon. Interference between possible paths during an atomic reflection producing 
Stückelberg oscillations have been observed in Ref. [55]. In this experiment different 
magnetic substates follow different paths through the EW. However, transitions between 
these states were stimulated Raman transitions and therefore coherent processes. In an 
inelastic reflection the transition is spontaneous, and therefore incoherent. The results of 
Ref. [56] are also interpreted as an interference phenomenon between spontaneous Raman 
processes, although it was not directly observed. 

We calculated the accumulated phase difference A</> of the two paths zF(v) (where the 
subscript denotes the hyperfine state) as seen in Fig. 5.12a. The grey area is proportional 
to the phase difference. The accumulated phase difference for an atom with final velocity 
vj is calculated as: 

A ^ = 1T r (zi(v) - z2(v))alv (5.6) 
It J —vp 

were the pump velocity is given by vp = J(vj - 0v?)/(l - 0). Adding the two velocity 
distributions of atoms transferred toward and away from the prism including the phase 
difference, results in the thin curve in Fig. 5.12b for K = 2 x 106 m _ 1 . The fringe period 
decreases for higher outgoing velocities vj. This is similar to the supernumerary arcs of 
the optical rainbow, where the angle distribution is described by the Airy function. In 
our case the fringe period increases for a steeper EW. For example, the first maximum in 
Fig. 5.12b would shift to 12.8 cm/s when n = 3 x 10° m"1 . 

These oscillations in the velocity distribution should be observable in the time of flight 
density distribution. The velocity distribution shown above is for an atom arriving at the 
surface with a single valued velocity, scattering one photon. This picture however is 
incomplete and we will discuss some of the details of an experiment which can reveal this 
interference phenomenon. 

(i) Kinematic properties of the falling atomic cloud- The main influence of the 

atom cloud falling on the EW is the spread in its velocity. Each velocity component 

produces a different outgoing velocity distribution. The initial velocity spread causes 

the fringes in the caustic distribution to smear out (Fig. 5.12b thick line), and for the 

largest velocities the fringes disappear. To increase the visibility of the oscillations, one 

can increase the fringe spacing by making the potential steeper. 

(ii) Internal structure of the atoms- The internal structure of the atoms should be 

taken into account when they are not optically pumped to one magnetic substate. In our 

experiment all 3 magnetic states of Fg = 1 arc occupied, and each of these states will reflect 

with different 8 producing different density distributions as described in the previous 

section. This will obscure the interference pattern. To reduce possible transitions, the 
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atoms must be optically pumped to one single initial magnetic state. Experiments to 

accomplish such optical pumping are in progress. 

(iii) Photon recoil- The recoil of the scattered photon will give the atom an extra veloc

ity in a random direction. This is schematically shown in the inset of Fig. 5.12a. To end 

with a certain velocity, the corresponding transfer velocity is slightly shifted by the extra 

recoil represented by the horizontal arrow. The grey areas represent the "extra" phase 

due to the recoil. However, the extra phase due to the recoil is small when the transfer 

takes place around the turning point, and in this case has no effect on the interference 

pattern. When the atom scatters a photon far away from the surface, the slight velocity 

change will cause the atom to move a relatively long time on a different trajectory in 

its final electronic state, therefore obtaining more phase compared to the case when this 

recoil was not taken into account. These atoms suffer from this phase diffusion which 

destroys the interference. 

(iv) Which way information vs phase information- The prediction of interference 

raises the question whether it is possible to obtain "which way" information by a mea

surement of the emitted photon. It seems that by measuring the time of emission, one 

can determine if the atom was going towards or away from the surface when it was trans

ferred. For sufficiently low temperature this apparent possibility vanishes when atoms are 

described as wavepackets, subject to Heisenberg's uncertainty relation AzAvz > k/(2M), 

were h is Planck's constant [58]. The shape of the wavepacket inside the EW depends 

on the initial shape of the disk, before the reflection. We distinguish two different initial 

conditions: small Az or small Avz. 

For sufficiently narrow spread of incident velocity (low temperature), the wavepacket is 

stretched along the classical trajectory and only a limited fraction of its area extends into 

the area of phase space which corresponds with the phase difference. This wavefunction 

is able to "probe" the phase difference with high resolution. Note that it also covers 

two crossing points at once, see Fig. 5.13. In other words, the atom is not on its way 

towards or away from the surface, but it is both. Therefore one cannot retrieve which-way 

information from such an atom. 

For initial narrow spread of position (high temperature), a large fraction of its area 

extends into the area corresponding to the phase difference and it is unable to resolve 2rr 

phase difference. Indeed, the position of this wavepacket can be determined by measuring 

the timing of the emitted photon and prohibits interference. 

The initial phase-space distribution thus determines whether it yields timing or phase 

information. The phase-space distribution of the falling atoms fixes the initial conditions 

of the atoms. For an initial cold cloud, the atoms are described by small velocity spread, 

and their wavefunctions are able to resolve the phase difference, yielding interference. For 

increasing temperature, the width in velocity of the wavepacket will be less extensive. The 

corresponding decreasing phase resolution results in loss of interference. In other words: 

a cold cloud vields interference and a hot cloud does not. The final result under typical 
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Figure 5.13: When the atomic wave function before reflection is approximated by a disk in 
phase space, it is elongated along the trajectory. The figure shows the wave packet around 
the turning point (vz = 0) for two initial possibilities: the thick (thin) line was initially 
described by a small Avz (Az). The dotted and dashed curves represent the trajectories of 
a classical point particle in the Fg = 1, 2 state respectively. The coldest atom (thick line) 
has only small overlap with the grey area (the phase difference between the two trajectories) 
therefore providing high phase resolution. 

experimental conditions is shown in Fig. 5.12b, where the spatial and velocity properties 
of the falling cloud are taken into account. For decreasing temperature of the molasses 
the visibility of the fringes will increase. 

5.10 Conclusions 

We have investigated an inelastic evanescent-wave mirror for atoms by tuning the EW 
close to an open transition. Photon scattering by the EW leads to a change of hyperfine 
ground states. Since both states experience different optical potentials, we were able to 
extract energy from the atomic cloud. The density distribution of the reflected atoms is 
highly asymmetric and contains a divergence or caustic in the velocity distribution. The 
caustic is created by atoms which are transferred near the motional turning point inside 
the EW. This is a new type of caustic due its stochastic nature: the spontaneous Raman 
transition by scattering a photon from the EW. This effect can be compared to some 
extent with the optical rainbow, but it has a different physical origin. 
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We measured the caustic velocity for atoms reflecting from the EW as a function of 

detuning for both D\ and D2-hne. Changing the decay length did not change the position 

of the caustic. We observed a spread in positions due to different possible transitions 

between magnetic sublevels when the polarization of the EW was elliptical. We measured 

the number of transferred atoms as a function of detuning, which was systematically 

higher than expected. We contributed this to optical pumping by stray light due to 

surface roughness. 

The experimental data agree well with a model calculating the temporal evolution of 

the phase space density. These calculations showed that although energy is subtracted 

from the atoms, in general the phase space density decreases during an inelastic reflection 

due to the large velocity spread of the reflected atoms. 

Finally we discussed the possibility of observing interference phenomena in an inelastic 

reflection. Every possible final velocity can be produced by transferring the atom at two 

positions in phase space: when the atom moves toward or away from the prism surface. 

This should result in an interference pattern in the velocity distribution of the reflected 

atoms. This a nontrivial type of interference since it is induced by a spontaneous process. 
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Chapter 6 

Quasi two-dimensional trapping of 
cold atoms 

6.1 Introduction 

Far detuned optical atom traps were first realized in 1986 by Chu and eo-workers [60], 
and has become a standard tool to confine atoms. They used a single, strongly focused 
Gaussian laser beam which was far off-resonance to the red side of an atomic transi
tion. Recently an extremely far off-resonance trap has been used to reach Bose Einstein 
condensation, using forced evaporation by lowering the beam intensity [61]. 

In optical lattices, cold atoms are trapped by dipole forces in periodic potentials cre
ated by interfering laser beams. They are used in a variety of studies of atom tunneling 
[62], Bloch oscillations [63], Wannier-Stark ladders [64] and quantum chaos [65]. A red 
detuned standing wave (SW) configuration has proven to be a good system for Raman-
sideband cooling to the lowest levels of the trap, where over 90% occupation of the lowest 
ground vibrational ground state of the potential has been reported [66, 67]. However the 
atoms were distributed over many anti-nodes of the SW, and the atomic density remains 
low. 

The ultimate goal of our experiment is to increase the density by loading atoms from a 
three dimensional configuration (MOT) into a single anti-node of a SW potential. Such a 
low dimensional optical trap will suppress heating due to reabsorption of scattered photons 
[17]. Loading of the SW trap cannot be done simply by overlapping the molasses. To 
address a single anti-node one needs an extreme spatially selective loading mechanism. 

A promising tool to do this is an evanescent wave (EW) [5]. The SW must then be 
created by the reflection of a laser beam at the same position as the EW. When atoms are 
dropped on the EW, they are slowed down and reflected. The spatially selective Raman 
scattering occurs preferentially around the turning point of the atomic motion. Therefore 
the atom is transferred into a (single) potential minimum created by the SW. The distance 
to the surface of trapped atoms will be roughly 0.5 fim. 
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Two effects are of interest in such a loading scheme. First, when the phase-space 
coordinates of the transfer to the trapped state are calculated, one finds that the phase 
space density can increase three orders of magnitude [5]. A second feature is the bosonic 
nature of the atoms [20]. The occupation of the quantum states of the SW potential is 
determined by the quantum statistics of the atoms. Transfer into the trapped states can 
be stimulated by the presence of identical bosonic atoms in the final state. This leads to 
a preferential further occupation of the most populated vibrational level of the SW trap. 
Whereas cooling methods usually produce samples in thermal equilibrium, such laser-like 
behavior yields non-thermal ensembles. As with all optical cooling methods, also here 
spontaneous photons remove entropy, necessary for phase space compression. 

In 1998, loading of a SW by an EW was realized for Ar* atoms [21]. This experiment 
showed the predominant loading of atoms into a single well, and measured lifetimes of up 
to 150 ms. The metastable character of the atoms allows for efficient and high-resolution 
detection of the trapped atoms. However a disadvantage of using metastable noble gas 
atoms is the limited density due to Penning ionization. Therefore in principle alkali atoms 
seem better candidates for reaching the limit of quantum degeneracy although BEC in 
He* has recently been achieved by evaporative cooling [22]. 

Here we present the first results of measurements we performed on loading Rb atoms 
into a SW trap. First we present the generic scheme and explore a new method of probing 
the atoms close to the surface by a grazing resonant probe. We prove that atoms are 
optically trapped, and investigate the number of atoms and lifetime of the trap. We 
compare the experimental results with classical models. Finally we give an outlook to 
a new trapping potential making use of dark states, and propose an improved detection 
mechanism. 
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6.2 Generic scheme 
We start by briefly reviewing the generic idea of loading an optical trap by a Raman 
transition. The original concept described in [20] is based on a A-type configuration of a 
three-level atom. In the experiments presented here the lower levels are the two hyperfine 
ground states Fg = 1,2 of 8 'Rb . and je) is an excited state. The atoms are prepared in 
the initial untrapped state Fg = 1, and transferred by a spontaneous Raman transition 
via |e) to the trapped state, Fg = 2, see Fig. 6.1a. 

The optical trap is created by an optical standing wave (SW) see Fig. 6.1b. which is 
far off resonance on the red side of either the Dx or D> line. The maxima of such an 
interference pattern then act as potential minima for the atoms. Our goal is to transfer 
a large number of atoms into a single anti-node of the SW. Therefore extreme spatially 
selective transfer of atoms is needed. In Chapter 5 we showed that this can be realized by 
the inelastic reflection of an evanescent wave (EW). The typical extension of such a wave 
is of the order of the optical wavelength of the light, and the process of inelastic reflection 
involves a spontaneous Raman transition. We showed the preferential probability to 
transfer the atoms around the motional turning point inside the EW. When the turning 
point of the EW coincides with a potential minimum, a maximum number of atoms will 
be trapped. 

6.3 Experimental setup 

The experimental configuration is an extension of the configuration used in the inelastic 
reflection experiment. We create a magneto-optical trap (MOT) of 8 'Rb atoms 6 mm 
above the BK7 glass prism. After loading the atoms into the MOT. we cool the cloud 
to 5 ixK and release it by shutting off the molasses beams. A part of the atomic cloud is 
guided towards the prism by a red-detuned optical guide, as described in Chapter 4. At 
the prism surface an EW creates a repulsive potential. This EW is switched on and off 
by a mechanical shutter (Uniblitz, LS3) for a duration TEW, typically 4 ms. The timing 
is chosen such that a maximum number of atoms is reflected within this time window. 
The end of this time window we define as t = 0. Together with the EW, the SW is also 
switched on. However after the EW is shut off. the SW remains on. and after time t the 
atoms are probed. 

The laser light for the SW is produced by a Ti:Sapplhre laser (MBR 100. described 
in Chapter 3) operating at 1 W. The 1/e2 radius of the beam at the prism surface was 
measured to be 0.6 mm. The standing wave was created by reflecting this beam at the 
surface of the prism, as can be seen in Fig.'6.1 and Fig.'6.2. In the latter picture the 
laser has been set to an atomic resonance in order to make the beam path visible by 
din ireseence of Rb background gas. Only I'A of the laser light w reflected at the surface. 
Multiple reflections at several surfaces of the prism and the vacuum cell are also visible. 
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a) b) 

Figure 6.1: a) Potentials for the reflecting and trapping states, Fg = 1,2. The evanescent 
wave reflects the falling atoms and transfers them, into the standing wave potential by a 
spontaneous Raman transition. Note that these potentials are idealized, i.e. there is no 
"cross talk" between the reflecting potential and the trapping potential, b) Geometry of 
the main laser beams in our trapping experiment. 

Such stray beams may give rise to unwanted photon scattering, producing heating and 

radiation pressure. 

6.3.1 Probing the atoms in the standing wave potential 

When the atoms are trapped in the SW, it is impossible to image them onto the CCD 

camera from the side due to limited resolution, and due to stray light which blinds the 

camera. For imaging the atoms from above the optical density is too low. 

Therefore we designed a new configuration of the probe, grazing just above the surface 

of the prism. In this way the apparent thickness of the sample along the direction of 

probe propagation is larger, and thus the optical density is increased. A Gaussian shaped 

resonant probe beam is aligned such that it overlaps the laser beam that creates the EW, 

but this probe beam is in opposite direction. When the reflection angle is just below the 

critical angle, a fraction of the probe beam propagates into the vacuum, just above the 

prism surface where the trapped atoms are located. Fig. 6.2 shows a photograph of the 

prism with the probe beam drawn in. When the probe beam leaves the vacuum cell it 

i> measured by a power-meter ',S1SST. Newport) placed 70 cm away from tin1 vacuum 
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Figure 6.2: Photograph of the vacuum cell with the prism, showing the configuration of 
the standing wave and the probe beam. The standing wave is created by a high power laser 
reflecting on the prism surface. It is made visible by tuning its frequency on resonance 
with the background Rb vapor. Clearly visible are the residual light beams, which arise 
from several reflections at surfaces of the prism and the vacuum cell. Also drawn is the 
probe beam, which is partially transmitted at the surface, at grazing exit angle. Its power-
is measured outside the vacuum cell. 

cell to reduce the amount of stray light from the SW. This signal is read out by a PC 
via an oscilloscope (TDS 220,Tektronix), after averaging over many shots. The intensity 
resolution was measured to be 0.7 % 0 of the probe intensity, limited by the digitizing 
resolution of the oscilloscope. To check the quality of this probing method, we measured 
the time of flight absorption signal of the atomic cloud, falling from the MOT onto the 
prism, with neither the EW nor the SW present. The result is shown in Fig. 6.3a. where 
the probe beam is switched on 30 ms after releasing the atoms from the molasses. This is 
just before the center of the atomic cloud reaches the prism. The time of flight absorption 
signal is a Gaussian with a r.m.s. width of 9 ms. This time of flight measurement shows 
a particular feature in the first 200 fis: initially the absorption increases, but then falls 
off to a constant level where it remains constant. This behaviour can be understood from 
radiation pressure by the probe beam, which is slightly blue-detuned from resonance. 
The atoms are accelerated by the probe, and due to their increasing velocity are shifted 
through resonance. The Doppler shift determines the rate of absorption and thus also the 
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Figure 6.3: a) Time of flight absorption signal of falling atoms, measured by the grazing 
probe, b) The first millisecond of the signal for three values of the detuning showing 
the effect of radiation pressure by the probe beam. The atoms are accelerated through 
resonance, and the velocity dependent Doppler shift affects the absorption. 

acceleration due to radiation pressure. We calculate the time-dependent acceleration v(t) 

of an atom interacting with the probe beam described by the detuning 5 and intensity / , 

by solving the differential equation 

v(t) = 
I/h (6.1) 

: 2 1 + 4 (5-2m. ' (£ ) /A) 2 / r 2 

where we assume the atoms to be initially at rest. The (analytical) solution of Eq. 6.1 is 

then used to calculate the time dependence of the absorption signal. The optical density 

V(t) is determined by the velocity through the Doppler shift 

V(t) = naw-
1 (6.2) 

T + 4(<5-2m>(i)/A)2 /r2 

where n and a^ are the 2-D atomic density and the absorption cross-section for 7r-polarized 

light respectively (Ch. 3). We measured the time of flight signals for three detunings, 

5 = 0. 0.3 and 0.6 T shown in Fig. 6.3b by the triangles, circles and squares, respectively. 

The solid curves are the result of Eq. 6.2 where we assumed the atomic density and probe 

intensity to be constant: 0.2J.S. The peak position of the measurements agree well with the 

result of the calculation. For the highest detuning, the peak is flattened due to additional 

atoms from the tail of the falling cloud, entering the probe region. This peaked structure 
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helps us to identify atoms in following experiments where fluctuations of background light 
(by the standing wave trap) make it difficult to determine the number of trapped atoms. 

6.4 Optical potentials 

The standing wave in our experiment is created by the reflection of a laser beam from the 
prism surface, which is uncoated. Despite the small reflection coefficient R = 0.04, the 
intensity distribution above the prism surface has an appreciable modulation 

I{z) = Jo [ (1 - SR]2 + 4\/R sin2(kz) } = I0[ 0.64 + 0.8 sin2(fc2) (6.3) 

In the limit of far detuning (with respect to the D<i line) and linear polarization the optical 
potential is a linear function of the local intensity I(z): 

U{z)/hT 
12 j / r 

(6.4) 

When the laser is tuned near the D\ line, the prefactor 1/12 reduces to 1/24. Note that 
in order to calculate the photon scattering from the SW also the position independent 
offset has to be taken into account. A typical potential, at the center of the EW, is 
plotted in Fig. 6.4. Atoms arrive at the surface with energy Ein = 2.27ir, indicated 
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Figure 6.4: Optical potential for the Fg = 1.2 states, created by the EW and the SW. 
Different curves are for different rrip sublevels. The dashed horizontal line indicates the 
energy of the atoms arriving at the surface. The EW is described by K ~ ' = 1.2A. intensity 
IEW = 104/ s and detuning öi = WOT. The SW potential is created by a beam with 
intensity Isw = 1 1 x 105 / s and Ó/2TT = - 7 2 GHz (D2 line). 
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in Fig. 6.4a by the horizontal dashed line. Because this energy- is larger than the SW 

potential modulation depth, the atoms are not hindered by the SW. In this example 

most atoms will be transferred to the upper state Fg = 2 around z/X = 0.7 - 1, thus 

the turning point coincides with an anti-node of the SW. The upper state experiences 

a potential well with a depth of U « 0.38 hT. corresponding to 107 fiK. It should be 

noted that the potential gradient of the SW should be larger than the gradient of the 

EW in order to create a potential minimum. Otherwise the EW expels the atoms from 

the surface. In other words, if the SW potential is lowered, the potential well closest to 

the surface vanishes. Fig. 6.4 shows the potentials during the loading of the trap. After 

closing the EW only the SW remains on. 

6.5 Measurements of atoms in an optical standing 
wave trap 

We have imaged the atomic cloud just after the inelastic reflection, and obtained the 
vertical density distribution. These are thus the atoms which are not trapped since they 
are so high above the prism surface. The data were taken 3 ms after shutting off the 
EW. Together with the probe, the repumper is switched on in order to image all atoms 
irrespective of their hyperfine state. A typical result is shown in Fig. 6.5 where the thin 
line corresponds to the case that the SW was off, and the thick line represents the case 
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Figure 6.5: Atomic distribution of inelastically reflected atoms with and without the stand
ing wave potential, 3 ms after the reflection. The EW is described by Si = 67 T, 
P = 60 mW. The SW is described by S = - 8300 F. P = 0.5 W. The reduction of the 
slow velocity component around z = 0.5mm indicates atoms that are missing, because they 
have been trapped. 
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where the SW was on. Clearly the strong caustic peak is reduced when the trapping laser 
is on. This peak corresponds to atoms transferred around the turning point in the EW. 
The decrease of this peak suggests that these atoms are trapped by the SW. To prove 
that atoms are trapped we have also probed the atoms in situ with the grazing probe, 
introduced in Sec. 6.3.1. 

The timing of the trap experiments is depicted in Fig. 6.6. After the atoms are 
transferred into the SW trap, the EW is shut off in order to reduce photon scattering. 
This scattering can pump atoms back to the untrapped Fg — 1 state. Hyperfine changing 
scattering can still occur after the EW is off, but the total optical potential is hardly 
influenced due to the large detuning of the SW. The probe flashes on at time t where 
t = 0 is defined as the end of the EW pulse. To observe all trapped atoms, the repumper 
is switched on simultaneously with the probe. The SW remains on while the probe flashes 
on. Since light from the SW is scattered all through the cell (see the multiple transmission 
and reflection beams of the TnSapphire laser through the vacuum cell in Fig. 6.3) it is 
also detected by the power meter measuring the probe intensity. Small deviations of the 
positioning of the SW laser manifest themselves as large intensity fluctuations on the 
power meter and many accumulations are necessary. To obtain a good time of flight 
signal we measured the probe intensity with the EW present, and subtracted the signal 
without the EW present. Although typically there was a large offset between the two 
curves, trapped atoms could be identified thanks to the characteristic peak in the TOF 
signal due to radiation pressure by the probe. 

A typical time of flight absorption signal after 14 ms of trapping is shown in Fig6.7. 
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H N 
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Figure 6.6: Schematic overview of the timing of a standing wave trapping experiment. 
After the molasses are optically guided and pumped to the lower hyperfine ground state, 
the inelastic reflection transfers the atoms into the standing wave trap. After time t the 
atoms are probed, where t=0 is defined as the time the EW is shut off. 
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Figure 6.7: Typical absorption signal of trapped atoms averaged over 40 shots, displaying 
the typical Doppler peak. To smooth the signal, each point was averaged with its 5 closest 
neighboring points. 

The typical Doppler peak is present, and the maximum absorption is 5%o in this example. 
The noise after averaging over 40 shots is a combination of intensity noise of the probe 
laser and the detection noise. The error in determining the maximal absorption is 1.4P/oo, 
which sets a limit on the smallest measurable signal. To attribute a number of atoms to 
the signal we need to estimate the shape of the probe beam at the trapping region. Given 
the shape of the probe beam at a distance of 70 cm. we estimate the probe beam to have 
an area of A = 1.4 X 0.06 mm2 (1/e2 diameters) at the position of the trapped atoms. 
Following Lambert-Beer's law in the limit of small absorption, the probe absorption equals 
the optical density: aw n = an N/A, where av is the absorption cross section for linearly 
polarized light, and N the number of atoms within the area A. An absorption of 5 %o 
then corresponds to a number of 3.1 x 103 atoms inside the trap. 

To check if the atoms are really trapped in the SW, we have made reference mea

surements to eliminate other effects. The two most likely candidates for spurious atoms 

are: 

Inelastically reflected atoms- The absorption signal could be due to atoms which 

are falling towards the prism surface after being inelastically reflected. To investigate this, 

we left the SW off. We then probed at the same time, with and without the EW pulse. 

We observed no signal. This also rules out the presence of a tail of falling atoms before 

they have bounced. 

Guided atoms- Falling atoms could be guided by the SW. or slowed down by it. To 
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check this we left the EW off. and compared the absorption signal with and without SW 
present. Again no signal is found, excluding guiding effects. 

6.6 Loading of the standing wave t r ap 

To measure the efficiency of the transfer of atoms into the SW trap, we probe 14 ms 
after shutting the EW and varied the EW parameters. The trapping potential was kept 
constant: the power was f W with a detuning of -72 GHz, with a lateral Gaussian 
distribution with 1/e2 radius of 0.6 mm. The SW potential depth at the center is then 
171 /JK. 

The transfer rate at the turning point (and thus into the trapped state) depends on 
the decay length and detuning of the EW. Fig. 6.8a shows the probe absorption as a 
function of EW detuning, where the decay length is kept constant at K^1 = 1.2A. The 
number of atoms is proportional with the amount of probe absorption. The number 
of transferred atoms clearly shows a maximum around 100 F. We attribute the decrease 
below this detuning to the fact that the lowest hyperfine state is already too much depleted 
when the atoms reach the turning point. For larger detunings the optical scattering rate 
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Figure 6.8: Measurements of probe absorption, proportional with the number of atoms 
loaded into the standing wave trap, measured 14 ms after the evanescent wave is shut off. 
The trapping potential is described by 1 W, -72 GHz. a) Number of trapped atoms when 
the detuning 5i of the EW is varied, and its decay length K^1 = 1.2A is kept constant. The 
theoretical curves results from a rate equation calculation (dotted line), combined with the 
EW spot size (solid line), b) Loading efficiency where we varied the decay length, and the 
EW detuning is kept constant, di = 100r. 
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around the turning point is too low. The transfer rate at the turning point is plotted 

as the dotted curve. Another consequence of increasing detuning is the decrease of the 

number of reflected atoms, due to the decreasing potential height [29]. When both effects 

are combined, one obtains the solid curve in Fig. 6.8a. showing good agreement with 

the experimental data. The height of the theoretical curve has been scaled to fit the 

experimental values. It shows that the detuning dependence of the loading efficiency is 

as expected. Note that the maximum transfer rate into the trapped state differs from the 

total number of transferred atoms by the EW. We showed in Chapter 5 (see Fig. 5.10) 

that the total fraction of transferred atoms always increases for smaller detuning, and 

shows no optimum. 

The calculated potentials show that in the center of the EW the turning point of the 

atoms coincides with the third potential minimum. For off center positions the first and 

second minima overlap this turning point. We thus expect atoms to be loaded into three 

layers above the surface, each loaded in a ring of trapped atoms with different radius. 

With our present method of probing the atoms we are not able to distinguish between 

these different heights. 

Keeping the detuning of the EW constant at Si = 100 T, we also varied the decay 
length K_1 between 0.8 and 2.3 A, see Fig. 6.8b. When the EW is made less steep, the 
Fg = 1 state is already too much depleted when it reaches the turning point. Therefore 
fewer atoms are pumped near the turning point as can be seen in Fig. 6.8b. When the 
potential is steeper, i.e. for larger K, more atoms will survive in the lowest state when 
they arrive near the turning point. However we observe that the atomic signal does not 
increase. The reason for this decrease is that the time that atoms spend near the turning 
point decreases. The number of transferred atoms scales with this duration of reflection. 
We scale this duration linearly with K since the EW intensity as seen by the atoms is 
proportional to sech2(KVjt). A combination of this reflection time with the transfer rate, 
results in the theoretical curve in Fig. 6.8b. Again the amplitude of the curve has been 
scaled such that it overlaps the experimental data. We see that the theoretical behavior 
agrees well with the experimental curve. 

6.7 Lifetime measurements 

An important characteristic number of the atomic trap is the lifetime. We measured this 

by measuring the number of trapped atoms as a function of time, keeping everything else 

constant (in particular the parameters determining the loading properties). We set the 

parameters of the EW such that a maximum number of atoms is loaded into the trap: 

K_1 = 1.2Aand<5! = 100 T. The result of the lifetime measurements is shown in Fig. 6.9. 

where the SW power was kept at 1 W. and the detuning is set at -72 GHz (Fig. 6.9a) 

and -194 GHz (Fig. 6.9b). When the SW has a detuning of-72 GHz. we fit a 1/e lifetime 
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Figure 6.9: Measurement of the lifetime of atoms in the standing wave trap, measured for 
fixed (optimized) loading parameters. The standing wave is described by a total power of 
1 W and a detuning of a) - 12 GHz. and b) - 194 GHz with respect to the D2 line. Note 
the different time scales. 

of r =13 ± 2 ms. For this configuration, the trap depth U0 and maximum scattering 
rate 70 at the center of the beam are respectively 167 //K and 3.1 ms"1 . An atom in the 
lowest point of the potential would take r = U0/(Urecj0) = 150 ms (where Urec is the 
recoil energy [69]) of scattering to leave the trap; much longer than the measured value. 
However a more realistic classical model presented in the next section resulted in a lifetime 
of 17 ms. The explanation for this low value of the measured lifetime is that atoms do not 
start at the bottom of the trap, but are distributed over many levels, each with a different 
lifetime. Atoms with high energy will leave the trap evidently faster than atoms in the 
lower part of the trap. Also photon scattering of (resonant) stray light, for example from 
the repumper or resonant spectral background in the EW, leads to decreasing lifetime. 
Another reason could be that we only observe the initial fast decay and that longer lived 
atoms are not visible due to the noise level. 

When we keep the power constant and increase the detuning of the SW to -194 GHz. 
we measure a lifetime r =30 ± 15 ms. This increased detuning yields a potential that is a 
factor 2.6 lower, and the optical scattering rate is lower by a factor of 8. Since the lifetime 
scales like T ~ (7/7 ~ S. it would theoretically increase by a factor of 2.6. which is within 
the error of our experimentally measured values. When we increased the detuning even 
further in order to increase the lifetime, the absorption dropped below the noise level, 
although the potential by the SW should be high enough to trap the transferred atoms. 



Transfer efficiency 

Knowing the lifetime of the SW trap, we can calculate what the initial number of atoms 

was at t = 0, i.e. directly after loading the trap. In the data where the trap loading was 

measured at 14 ms, the lifetime of the trap was 13 ms. This means that at the moment 

of probing only 34% of the initial atoms were left. This initial value of atoms inside the 

trap is then 9.1 x 103. To know the transfer efficiency of the EW, we have to estimate 

the total number of atoms falling on the EW. From previous experiments we know that 

typically 5 % from the initial atomic cloud is reflected when they are freely expanding. 

When the guide is used this number is twice as large. The time window of 4 ms selects 

20% of the atoms along the vertical direction. Assuming an initial number of 10' inside 

the MOT. the total number of atoms arriving at the EW is 2 x 105. Thus a total fraction 

of about 5 ± 3% of the initial falling atoms are loaded into the SW. 

6.8 Model 

In section 6.6 we measured the dependence of the number of atoms transferred into the 

SW. We compared this number with the transfer rate of atoms at the turning point, 

calculated with a rate equations model. This produces good agreement with the data, 

apart from an overall scaling factor that determines the absolute fraction of trapped 

atoms. 

To describe the capture efficiency and the lifetime of the trap in more detail, we 

performed a one-dimensional classical Monte-Carlo calculation where we traced the tra

jectories of 500 atoms. Apart from their time- and spatial dependence, the potentials of 

the EW and SW were both dependent on the state of the atom, Fg = 1.2. The potential 

for each state is calculated using the two-level approximation, i.e. using unity Clebsch-

Gordan coefficient. Initially, each atom falls down in the Fg = 1 state with a velocity 

of v, = -0 .34 m/s . Its motion through the light shift potentials is calculated by solving 

the classical equations of motion for each atom separately because we explicitly take into 

account the stochastic nature of photon scattering. 

This scattering is described by tracking the time evolution of the optical scattering 

rate, which is also state, time, and position dependent. We introduce the survival proba

bility r](t') as the probability that the atom has not scattered a photon. This probability 

decreases (starting at r?(0) = 1) with the time dependent optical scattering rate: T) = -777. 

A spontaneous scattering event occurs when r](t') drops below a random number e. uni

formly distributed between 0 and 1. The atom obtains a fixed recoil velocity in the 

direction of the light field from which it was absorbed. A second recoil results from the 

emitted photon, which has a random direction in 3-D and is projected onto a 1-D axis 

in our calculation. The final state Fg = 1,2 is determined by a second random number, 

compared with the branching ratio. After the scattering event rj(t') is set to unity again, 
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Figure 6.10: a) Typical trajectory of a trapped atom, where the horizontal lines show the 
SW potential maxima. The atoms arrives from large height, and is loaded into the SW 
trap around t = 35 ms. The oscillation amplitude changes each time a photon is scattered. 
After 8 ms its energy exceeds the potential maximum, i.e. it leaves the trap towards the 
prism surface, b) Calculated transfer efficiency into the SW as a function of intensity of 
the EW for fixed detuning 8\ = 100T and decay length K _ 1 = 2.5 A. When the intensity 
is such that the turning point coincides with a potential minimum of the SW, the transfer 
is maximal. The potential depth of the SW was 160 fj,K. 

and the atom continues its trajectory until the next scattering event. A typical trace of a 
trapped atom is shown in Fig. 6.10a, where the horizontal lines show the maxima of the 
SW potential. The atom oscillates in the potential on a time scale much faster than the 
plotting resolution. The increasing oscillation amplitude shows the increasing energy due 
to photon scattering. 

With this model we calculated the fraction of atoms which are loaded into the poten
tial. This calculation is repeated for different intensities of the EW. keeping the SW trap 
potential constant. U = 160 jTK. The result is plotted in Fig. 6.10b. Different EW inten
sities describe different positions inside the Gaussian profile of the EW. The maximum 
around I^w = 52 mW corresponds to atoms loaded into the fourth anti-node of the SW. 
Reducing the intensity of the EW shifts the turning point of the atoms closer to the sur
face. When the turning point coincides with a potential minimum the trapped fraction is 
maximal. The position of the maxima is distributed logarithmically. When the intensity 
drops below 15 mW. the EW potential is not sufficiently high to reflect the atoms. From 
Fig. 6.10b we conclude that atoms are loaded into the first four anti-nodes of the SW. each 
filled in a ring above the surface. The average calculated transfer efficiency is 7 %. which 
is somewhat more than we have measured experimentally (around 4.6%). Note that the 
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model is purely classical, i.e. it does not take into account the quantum mechanical finite 

size of the reflecting and trapped states, and their Franck-Condon overlap integral [70]. 

After the EW is shut off, the trapped atoms remain in the SW, and scatter photons 

from it. When the remaining number of atoms in the SW is calculated as a function of 

time, we derive the lifetime of the trap. For a standing wave created by a laser beam of 

1 W and 0.6 mm 1/e2 radius we derive a lifetime of 17 ms and 37 ms for a detuning of 

-72 GHz and -180 GHz, respectively. These values are comparable to the values we have 

measured experimentally. On the basis of trap depth and photon scattering rate for a 

detuning of-72 GHz, it takes on average 142 ms for an atom to escape the potential, when 

its initial position was exactly at the lowest point of the potential. This indicates that 

many atoms are loaded in the trap either with residual kinetic energy, or at a position 

different from the exact potential minimum which lowers their lifetime in the trap. 

6.9 Outlook 

The data presented here are the very first data which we measured on trapped atoms in 

the SW. Many things can be done in order to increase the number of atoms inside the trap 

and the detection efficiency. Here we will discuss the two most interesting improvements, 

namely a resonant evanescent probe, and a dark-state trap. 

Evanescen t p r o b e 

To make a better estimate of the number of trapped atoms inside the SW, a promising 
probing method is being investigated. A resonant EW is applied at the same position 
as the reflecting/transfer EW, and is capable of probing very locally. Due to the high 
atomic density, a few percent absorption should in principle be realized. When this is 
accomplished, better estimates can be made about the atom number and the lifetime of 
the trap. Another feature is the spatial sensitivity of such a probe. By changing the decay 
length of the probe, information may be obtained about the height of the trapped atoms, 
i.e. in which potential minimum of the SW they are located. 

Dark state trap 

Another type of a low dimensional trap using evanescent fields can be created, by making 

use of dark states. To explain such states one has to consider the internal states of 87Rb. 

in particular the Fg = mF = 2 interacting with laser light tuned to the D\ resonance 

line. If this light is a+ polarized, selection rules require an excited state with nip = 3, 

which is not available in the 5p2Pi/2 manifold. Therefore the rnF = 2 is called a dark 

state. Trapping of such a state can be realized when one creates a polarization gradient, 

where at some point the polarization is exactly a+. The same argumentation holds for 

rnF = —2 and a~ polarized light. 
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Figure 6.11: a) Configuration of a E W polarization gradient trap. Two laser beams with 
orthogonal polarization create two evanescent waves with different intensity and decay 
length, b ) Calculated potential above the prism surface. Around z = 0.6 A the polariza
tion is exactly circular, and the Fg = nip = +2 is decoupled from the field. For this state 
the potential shows a local minimum which can act as a trap. In this example both beams 
have a 1/e2 waist of 200 /im and have a detuning of 170 T. The parameters characterizing 
the s-polarized beam are: power at the reflection surface P=15 mW. K~1 — 1.66 A. The 
p-polarized beam is described by « _ 1 = 0.56 A and P = 35 mW. 

We have calculated a special type of a polarization gradient made by superposing 
two evanescent wave fields with the same detuning, but with different polarization and 
decay length. Suppose we have two laser beams, each creating an EW above the prism 
surface, see Fig. 6.11a. For each laser beam we are able to choose the polarization (s or 
p). intensity and angle of incidence (thus the decay length of its EW). 

The s-polarized laser beam yields an EW with linear polarization parallel to the sur
face, and perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The EW produced by the p-polarized 
beam, is elliptically polarized in the plane of incidence, with its long axis perpendicular 
to the prism surface. The total polarization is obtained by the coherent sum of the two 
fields. This can be realized when the two beams are derived from the same laser source. 
When the decay lengths of the two evanescent fields differ, the polarization depends on 
the distance to the prism surface. When the decay length and intensity of both E W s 
are chosen correctly, at some height above the surface the polarization is exactly circular. 
At this position, the atom-light coupling with the Fg = nip = 2 state is zero, yielding a 
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Figure 6.12: Three dimensional optical potential created by two evanescent waves. The 
polarization gradient along the vertical direction occurs due different decay length. The 
beat pattern along the x-direction results from different k-vectors in this direction. 

potential minimum. Note that only this magnetic state can be trapped by such a poten

tial. Fig. 6.11b shows the total potential for all magnetic sub- states created by such a 

superposition. 

The two EW's have different k-vector components along the prism surface, due to 

their different reflection angle. Therefore they beat along the x-direction. The potential 

shown in Fig. 6.11b is only valid when both EW's have n/2 phase difference at the surface. 

For other phase differences the minimum is less deep or even vanishes. In Fig. 6.12 the 

potential for mF = +2 is plotted as a function z and x. In between two minima along £, 

the polarization is o~ and forms a trap for the mF = —2 state. The atoms can thus be 

trapped in parallel lines above the prism surface, with alternating nip = +2 and mp = —2 

polarized atoms. 

6.10 Conclusions 

We observed the trapping of 87Rb atoms in a red detuned optical standing wave trap. The 

standing wave was created by reflection of a 1 W laser beam from a glass prism surface. 

We loaded the trap by dropping the atoms on an evanescent wave, which reflects the 

atoms inelastically. This evanescent wave first slows the atoms down and consequently 

transfers the atoms from the lower (Fg = 1) to the upper (Fg = 2) hyperfine ground state. 

The initial state is an untrapped state, whereas the latter can be trapped by the standing 

wave when the transfer takes place around the turning point and coincides with a potential 

minimum. We observed the trapped atoms by absorption of a probe beam grazing across 

the prism surface. This probe beam was slightly blue detuned which resulted in a charac-
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teristic time dependent absorption profile, due to radiation pressure which causes a time 
dependent Doppler shift. After 14 ms of trapping this probe absorption was maximally 
5 %o- corresponding to 3.1 x 103 atoms. 

We measured the loading characteristics by changing the detuning and decay length of 
the evanescent wave independently. We found an optimum for both detuning and decay 
length, which could be explained by a model based on rate equations. 

We measured a trap lifetime of 13 ins when the detuning if the standing wave was set 
SSW/2TT = -72 GHz. This lifetime increased to 30 ms for 6sw/2ir = -194 GHz. These 
values are comparable to those calculated with a classical Monte-Carlo calculation. The 
measured number of atoms loaded into the trap was 9.1 xlO3 , corresponding to a transfer 
efficiency of 5%. The calculated transfer efficiency of 7% is within the experimental error. 

Increase of signal to noise ratio is necessary to obtain a more reliable and more accurate 
number of atoms. Future experiments using dark states were discussed, where the atoms 
are trapped in a polarization gradient, created by the superposition of two evanescent 
waves. 
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Summary 

Over the last decades the field of atom optics has grown rapidly. Whereas in usual light 
optics, matter is used to manipulate light fields, in atom optics their roles could also be 
reversed: light fields can be used to manipulate the motion of matter waves. In this way 
one is able to build atomic mirrors, lenses, beamsplitters and cavities. Moreover, light 
fields allow cooling of atoms: the dissipative nature of optical scattering can increase the 
phase-space density of atomic samples. 

This thesis describes three experiments that use optical dipole potentials. The first 
experiment (Chapter 4) is on optical guiding: 87Rb atoms are released from a magneto-
optical trap (MOT), and guided by a red-detuned Gaussian shaped laser beam towards 
a glass surface. For the second experiment (Chapter 5), we create an evanescent wave 
(EW) potential that acts as a repulsive potential for the atoms in a region close to the 
glass surface. This EW reflects the atoms inelastically by inducing a spontaneous Raman 
transition. Understanding of the scattering during the inelastic reflection is important for 
the application of the inelastic mirror to load a low-dimensional optical dipole trap. In 
the third experiment (Chapter 6) we use this inelastic mirror as a mechanism to load an 
optical standing wave potential close to the glass surface. Dissipation allows the phase-
space density to increase, possibly leading to a low-dimensional quantum degenerate gas 
by purely optical means. Ultimately a continuously operating "atom laser" might be 
realized, as a bright source of coherent matter waves. Being an open system out of 
thermal equilibrium, it would be in close analogy to an optical laser. 

In Chapter 2 we characterize the evanescent wave. In particular, we describe the 
polarization properties of this exponentially decaying field, when it is created by a laser 
field which is TE or TM polarized. We also review the two types of light force: radiation 
pressure and the dipole force. We start with the approximation of a two-level atom and 
then extend it. taking the full electronic level structure of rubidium into account. 

The experimental apparatus is described in Chapter 3. We briefly review the vacuum 
system and the grating feedback diode lasers to create a MOT. The MOT collects 107 

atoms in 1 mm'', which are subsequently cooled to T « 5/iK by optical molasses. We 
probe the atomic density distribution by imaging the atomic cloud on a CCD camera by 
resonant absorption imaging. To create optical potentials with a low optical scattering 
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rate, we use two moderate-power tapered amplifier diode lasers, each producing 100 mW 

Gaussian shaped laser light after passing a single-mode optical fiber. One of these beams 

is used to create the atomic mirror, the other is used as the optical guide. 

Chapter 4 reports on optical guiding of atoms from the MOT towards the glass prism. 

The purpose of the guiding beam is to increase the number of atoms, reflected by the 

EW mirror. This guiding beam is a 100 mW Gaussian shaped beam and is red-detuned 

with respect to the D-2 line. For optimal guiding the beam overlaps the MOT as well 

as the EW. For detunings around -12 x 103 F optimal guiding is achieved: 42 % of 

the atoms falling from the MOT are guided towards the prism surface. The use of the 

guide yields a density increase of a factor 2.8 at the prism surface. We measured the 

guiding fraction as a function of power and detuning, and showed good agreement with 

an analytic expression. When the laser is tuned further from resonance, the hottest 

atoms are no longer guided due to the decreasing guiding potential. For lower detuning 

(closer to resonance) the fraction of guided atoms increases, but optical scattering by 

the guide starts to increase. Radiation pressure by the guiding beam then pushes the 

atoms upwards so that the atoms experience an apparent gravity less than g. We also 

numerically investigated pulsed guiding and concluded that a short pulse could focus a 

large fraction of the atoms onto the EW. To obtain a density increase comparable to the 

continuous guide, the large pulse strength can only obtained by lowering the detuning 

due to limited available laser power. This results in a large number of scattered photons: 

even larger than in the continuous case. Heating of the cloud is of the order of its initial 

temperature and radiation pressure pushes the atoms upwards. Therefore pulsed guide is 

less suitable than a continuous guide. 

In Chapter 5 we prepare the falling atoms in the Fg = 1 ground state and tune the 

EW near an open \Fg = 1) —> \Fe = 2) transition which makes the mirror inelastic. 

While the atom is reflected, the internal hyperfine state of the atom is changed due to 

photon scattering by the EW. The final state experiences a lower optical potential than 

the initial state due to the different detuning with respect to the EW. This makes the 

reflection inelastic: the transferred atoms bounce up less high than their initial position. 

The position of transfer inside the EW determines the velocity of the atoms after reflection. 

The spatial selectivity of the transfer causes a diverging probability of transferred atoms 

around the motional turning point of the atomic trajectory. This manifests itself as a 

caustic in the velocity distribution of reflected atoms. A caustic of stochastic origin is 

to our knowledge a new physical phenomenon. Until now all known caustics arise from 

elastic, deterministic processes. We observed the caustic velocity to be independent on 

the decay length of the EW. 

We measured the caustic velocity and total number of transferred atoms as a function 

of the detuning of the EW. For detunings between 72 F and 250 F the energy reduction 

varied between 94% and 82% of the initial energy. The experimental data agrees well with 

a classical model, describing the atomic trajectory through the EW. We also measured 
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the fraction of transferred atoms in this range of detuning. This fraction varied between 
82 % {S = 721") and 45 % (S = 2501"). The transferred fraction was systematically higher 
than expected on the basis of a rate-equations model. 

With the knowledge of the motional and scattering behaviour, we discuss the inelastic 
reflection in the context of evanescent-wave cooling, and conclude that although energy is 
subtracted from the atoms, the phase-space density is not necessarily increased. We end 
the mirror analysis with an outlook to experiments revealing interference between two 
possible trajectories in phase space. Such interference is non-trivial since it arises from a 
spontaneous process, namely the scattering of a photon. 

The inelastic EW mirror is used as a loading mechanism for an optical standing wave 
(SW) trap which is described in Chapter 6. The SW is created by the reflection of a 1 W 
laser beam at the same position as the EW. The energy of atoms falling on the EW is too 
high to be trapped by the SW. The EW slows the atoms down and transfers the atom 
to the less repelled hyperfine state. The transfer occurs most likely around the turning 
point. In this case the residual energy of the atom is low enough to be trapped by the 
SW. Due to the small extension of the EW into the vacuum, the atoms are trapped in 
a region < 1 jim. above the surface, in the first three or four anti-nodes of the SW. To 
measure atoms at such a small distance to the glass surface, we introduced a resonant 
probe grazing over the surface. The absorption of this beam is only a few °/oo and shows 
a particular peaked structure in time, which is the result of a combined effect of radiation 
pressure and Doppler shift. With this probe we measured a maximal transfer efficiency 
of atoms falling on the EW of 5 ± 3 %. The large error results from the low amount of 
absorption of the probe beam. 

We study the transfer efficiency of the mirror as a function of decay length and de
tuning. These parameters determine the scattering properties of the reflection. When the 
scattering rate is too high, the initial hyperfine ground state is already too much depleted 
when it arrives at the turning point. When the scattering rate is too low. the transfer rate 
at the turning point is also too low. The measured data correspond well with a classical 
rate equation model. After being transferred into the SW trap, the atoms heat up due 
to photon scattering by the high power SW beam, leading to trap loss. We measured 
lifetimes of 13 ms and 30 ms, for a detuning of the SW laser of -72 GHz and -194 GHz 
respectively. These values agree with theoretical values, where we have calculated the 
motion of the atoms in the presence of optical scattering. We end the chapter with an 
outlook on further improvements on the resolution on the number of trapped atoms by 
using a resonant EW probe. We also propose a novel configuration where two evanescent 
waves create a polarization gradient. 

The apparatus needs to evolve further to get more insight into the physics of low 
dimensional optical traps. The measurements presented here are the building blocks for 
an all-optical quantum degenerate atom gas trapped in a low-dimensional configuration. 
The ultimate goal is to observe the bosonic enhancement of state occupation, for which 
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the spontaneous character of the EW photon is necessary. In the future, extension of the 

experiment may lead to an atom laser, where the emission is stimulated by the atoms, 

not the photons. 
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Samenvatting 

De afgelopen jaren heb ik mij bezig gehouden met atoom-optica: het spelen met wolkjes 
van atomen die extreem afgekoeld zijn. Met name heb ik onderzocht wat de invloed van 
laserlicht is op zulke wolkjes. Dit proefschrift geeft een overzicht over een groot deel van 
de experimenten die ik heb verricht. De volgende samenvatting heeft als doel om met-
natuurkundigen een idee te geven van mijn werk. Daarom is duidelijkheid verkozen boven 
juistheid. 

Atomen en lasers 

Atomen zijn ontzettend klein: ongeveer 1 nanometer (een miljoenste van een millime
ter) en daarmee ook te klein om direct te kunnen zien. Simpel samengevat bestaat een 
atoom uit een kern. waar elektronen in baantjes omheen draaien, net zoals er satellieten 
om de aarde heen draaien. Er zijn echter maar enkele baantjes mogelijk: elk op een andere 
hoogte. Om een elektron van een lage naar een hogere baan te krijgen moet je er energie 
in stoppen: dit kan met behulp van licht. Als een elektron van een hoge naar een lage 
baan terug valt dan zendt het atoom licht uit. Er bestaan slechts enkele energieniveaus 
en daarom kun je slechts met enkele vaste kleuren elektronen van het ene niveau brengen. 
Voor alle andere kleuren is het atoom ondoorzichtig. Een bekend voorbeeld is natrium: 
De "afstand" tussen twee banen is geel. vandaar dat natriumlampen naast de snelweg 
geel zijn. In onze experimenten gebruiken we een ander atoom: rubidium. Qua structuur 
lijkt het sterk op natrium, met dat verschil dat de rubidium kleur rood is. 

Lasers produceren precies één kleur in een mooi gevormde intense bundel en zijn 
daarvoor zijn bij uitstek geschikt om atomen te bestuderen. Om rubidium te bestuderen 
moet je dus rood laserlicht gebruiken. Er zijn vele soorten en maten lasers, en wij hebben 
diode-lasers gebruikt omdat ze precies de juiste rode kleur licht geven, mits ze goed 
afgestemd zijn. Een ander voordeel van diode-lasers is dat ze handig in gebruik zijn, en 
dat ze in grote aantallen gemaakt worden: ze zitten immers in elke cd-speler! Onze eisen 
aan de lasers zijn echter veel hoger, en we moeten een heel park van lenzen, spiegels, fibers 
en andere componenten bouwen om ze te kunnen gebruiken. 

Wat hebben we met deze lasers gedaan? Als je laserlicht op een atoom schijnt met 
precies de goede kleur, dan kun je dus elektronen in het atoom van een lage naar een 
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hogere baan overbrengen. Als je echter het laserlicht zo afstelt dat net niet de juiste kleur 

heeft dan gebeurt er iets opmerkelijks. Het licht oefent op het atoom een kracht uit: rood 

licht trekt het atoom in de richting van hoge intensiteit: blauw licht duwt ze daar juist 

weg. Zo kun je dus atomen aantrekken en vangen: het licht kan gebruikt worden als een 

licht-pincet. Wanneer de kleur van het licht te blauw is dan is het omgekeerde aan de hand: 

het licht stoot het atoom juist af. Op deze manier kun je atomen laten stuiteren. Deze 

eigenschappen van aantrekking en afstoting tussen atomen en licht hebben we gebruikt 

voor een aantal experimenten met koude atomen. Dit gebied van natuurkunde noemt 

men atoom-optica. Kortom: we kunnen atomen met licht afremmen en "vastpakken". 

Koude atomen 

Je kunt dus met licht de beweging beinvloeden van atomen: je kunt ze afremmen of 
versnellen. Wanneer je ze laat afremmen onttrek je energie aan de atomen: ze worden 
kouder. In de jaren 80 is voorspeld dat wanneer je zes laserbundels laat kruisen en ze slim 
afstelt, atomen zich precies in het kruispunt ophopen, en bijna stiltaan. Ze zijn gevangen 
in een rond wolkje van typisch 1 millimeter doorsnee, ter grootte van een speldenknop. 
Hun typische snelheid is dan nog enkele centimeters per seconde. Ter vergelijk: in de 
ruimte om je heen (kamertemperatuur) vliegen atomen en moleculen met ongeveer 300 
meter per seconde (± 1000 km per uur). Een dergelijk koud wolkje is het beginpunt van 
al onze experimenten. Om de temperatuur van zo'n wolkje te meten kun je niet meer met 
een thermometer werken maar moet je andere technieken gebruiken. De manier die wij 
gebruiken is om ze los te laten en vervolgens een foto te nemen. Wanneer je het tijdstip 
waarop deze afbeelding genomen wordt steeds verlaat, maak je er als het ware een filmpje 
van. In Hoofdstuk 3 (pag.32-33) is zo'n serie afgebeeld waar de totale tijdsduur 0.03 
seconde overspant. De afbeelding is 7.7 bij 7.7 millimeter, en de grijstint is een maat 
voor de hoeveelheid atomen. Zoals je ziet valt het wolkje als een baksteen naar beneden 
terwijl het uit elkaar spat. Uit deze afbeeldingen kunnen we herleiden hoe snel het wolkje 
uitdijt, en kunnen we de temperatuur terugrekenen. Hoe harder de wolk uit elkaar spat, 
hoe hoger de temperatuur. In ons experiment heeft het wolkje een temperatuur van 5/iK 
(0.000005 K). De eenheid van temperatuur is K (Keivin) waarbij 1 /JK één miljoenste 
graad boven het absolute nulpunt is. Dit absolute nulpunt ligt rond ongeveer -273 °C, 
en is een onbereikbare limiet. Wanneer je een gas nog verder kunt afkoelen richting dit 
nulpunt, gebeurt er iets opmerkelijks: de atomen worden steeds groter! Wanneer de 
atomen zo groot zijn dat ze elkaar gaan overlappen, dan kun je vanaf de buitenkant geen 
verschil meer zien tussen de afzonderlijke atomen. Alle atomen vormen met elkaar één 

groot atoom! Dit effect heet Bose-Einstein condensatie, genoemd naar de twee heren 
die het voorspeld hebben in 1925. De realisatie van zo'n gas is lange tijd een heilige 
graal geweest in atoomfysica. Pas in 1995 is voor het eerst zo'n Bose-Einstein condensaat 
gemaakt, en vandaag (10 december 2001) krijgen ze daarvoor de Nobelprijs. Ze maakten 
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gebruik van een slimme koeltechniek: je laat de heetste atomen verdampen, en je houdt 
de koudste over. 

Het uiteindelijke doel van onze experimenten is ook een dergelijk Bose-Einstein con
densaat, maar dan gemaakt met een andere methode. We gaan ons gaswolkje niet zo zeer 
nog verder afkoelen, maar we willen het een factor tienduizend keer meer samenpersen om 
de atomen dichter op elkaar te laten zitten. We proberen om de atomen vanuit het bolletje 
in een plakje te proppen. Hoe we dat hebben gedaan leg ik later uit. Eerst moesten we 
twee essentiële onderdelen bouwen: de atoom-trechter en de atoom-spiegel. 

Een trechter voor koude atomen 

Om te beginnen heb je een bron van koude atomen nodig: de koude wolk. Die laten 
we vallen en de wolk begint groter te worden. Om ze bij elkaar te houden, sturen we 
er van onderaf een laser doorheen die ze aantrekt: de atomen neigen er toe om in het 
midden van de laserbundel te blijven. In Figuur4.2a (pag. 40), zie je het verschil tussen 
vallende atomen met (links) en zonder (rechts) deze "trechter". De donkere sigaarvorm 
laat duidelijk zien dat de atomen door het pijpje van licht geleid worden. Het bouwen 
en karakteriseren van deze atoom-trechter wordt behandeld in Hoofdstuk 4. We hebben 
bijvoorbeeld gemeten welk deel van de koude wolk in de trechter zit als je de aantrekking 
hiervan sterker of zwakker maakt. 

Een trampoline voor atomen 

Onder de koude wolk hebben we een speciale atoom-spiegel gebouwd. Ongeveer 6 mm 
onder de wolk hebben we een glazen prisma gemonteerd, waar we een speciale lichtgolf 
maken: vlak boven het oppervlak waar een laserbundel van onder wordt gereflecteerd 
ontstaat een plakje licht. Dit plakje is extreem dun: 1 firn (één micrometer; een duizendste 
van een millimeter). Dit licht stellen we zo af dat het de atomen afstoot. Wanneer de 
atomen op dit licht-vlakje vallen worden ze gereflecteerd. Op deze manier hebben we 
een atoom-trampoline (of atoom-spiegel) gebouwd! Als een atoom op de trampoline valt 
wordt het eerst afgeremd, vervolgens komt het tot stilstand vlak boven het glasoppervlak, 
en wordt weer omhoog versneld (net als in een echte trampoline). Echter er is meer aan 
de hand. We maken gebruik van het feit dat een atoom verschillende toestanden heeft, 
en elke toestand anders op licht reageert, en dus op de trampoline/spiegel. In ons geval 
zijn er twee belangrijke toestanden die we 1 en 2 noemen. Als de atomen op de spiegel 
vallen zitten ze allemaal in toestand 1. De atoomspiegel werkt goed op toestand 1, en 
slecht op toestand 2. Wanneer het atoom wordt gespiegeld en in toestand 1 blijft, zal het 
weer omhoog stuiteren tot de oorspronkelijke hoogte, zoals een goede stuiterbal die je op 
de grond laat stuiteren. Wanneer halverwege de reflectie het atoom in toestand 2 terecht 
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a) b) 
Figure 6.13: a) Schematisch overzicht van een stuiterend atoom. Het valt naar beneden in 
toestand 1 (wit). Als het tijdens de stuiter in dezelfde toestand blijft, stuitert het omhoog 
naar de oorspronkelijke hoogte. Als het echter tijdens de stuiter in toestand 2 (grijs) 
terecht komt waar de trampoline veel zwakker op werkt, komt het atoom na de stuiter 
niet zo hoog meer. b) Door een felle laser te laten reflecteren op het oppervlak, ontaat 
er een patroon van lichte en donkere vlakken vlak boven het oppervlak: een staande golf. 
Wanneer atomen tijdens de stuiter overgaan in toestand 2 kunnen ze gevangen worden in 
het onderste licht-plakje. Doordat het plakje zo dun is volgt er een enorme compressie van 
de atoomwolk in verticale richting. 

komt. zal deze met een veel lagere snelheid omhoog komen omdat de spiegel veel zwakker 
op toestand 2 werkt. Dit is schematisch weergegeven in Figuur 6.13a. Dit proces noemen 
we inelastisch en is alsof je een slechte stuiterbal van ooghoogte laat vallen, en deze slechts 
tot op kniehoogte terug stuitert. De hoogte tot waar de atomen omhoog stuiteren hangt 
af van allerlei spiegeleigenschappen die we allemaal hebben doorgemeten. In feite hebben 
we een slechte atoom-trampoline gerealiseerd, maar dit is een wezenlijk onderdeel voor 
het volgende experiment: het vangen van atomen in één enkel dun plakje licht. 

Atomen opgesloten in een dun schijfje licht 

Het laatste hoofdstuk gaat over een bijzondere lichtval waarin we atomen hebben 

opgesloten: een extreem platte "lichtschijf" met een dikte van ± 500 nanometer (de helft 

van één duizendste van een millimeter). Het idee is het volgende: om een Bose-Einstein 
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condensaat te maken moeten de atomen heel koud zijn, óf erg samengepakt zitten. Wan
neer je het wolkje slim kunt samenpersen kun je aan die laatste eis voldoen. Lichtplakjes 
van die dikte zijn makkelijk te maken: je moet een laserbundel op een oppervlak laten 
reflecteren, en waar de originele bundel overlapt met zijn reflectie krijg je automatisch 
gebieden van licht en donker. Dit heet een staande golf en is het gevolg van "interfer
entie". Figuur 6.13b toont een schematische weergave van de opstelling. Het probleem 
is alleen: hoe krijg je zoveel mogelijk atomen van het bolletje in één plakje? Om dat te 
kunnen heb je iets nodig dat ongeveer dezelfde grootte heeft van één zo'n plakje. Daar
voor hebben wij de atoomspiegel gebruikt. Tevens moesten we wederom gebruik maken 
van de atoom-toestanden 1 en 2. Door alle lasers juist in te stellen konden we het ex
periment zo prepareren dat toestand 1 van het atoom alleen gevoelig is voor de spiegel, 
en toestand 2 alleen gevoelig is voor de plakjes licht. De atomen vallen weer in toestand 
1 op de trampoline die ze afremt. Op het moment dat ze even onderin stilhangen gaan 
ze over naar toestand 2 zodat ze die spiegel niet meer zien. Dit is hetzelfde effect alsof 
je het elastiek van de trampoline zou doorknippen op het moment dat je onderin bent. 
De atomen hangen nu stil (zijn dus heel koud!) en zien alleen nog de plakjes waarin ze 
vervolgens weer gevangen zitten! Omdat de spiegel slechts met één plakje overlapt komen 
alle atomen terecht in hetzelfde plakje. We hebben gemeten wat de invloed van de tram
poline is op de hoeveelheid atomen die we in de staande golf kunnen laden. Ook hebben 
we gemeten hoe lang de atomen in het plakje bleven zitten: ze lekken er namelijk ook 
weer uit omdat ze steeds warmer worden van het licht. 

En nu? 

Zijn de atomen nu ook in de toestand dat ze een zogenaamd Bose-Einstein condensaat 
vormen? Het antwoord op deze vraag is helaas "nee". Het was al ontzettend moeilijk 
om de atomen in de staande golf te vangen, maar de dichtheid is nog te laag en hun 
temperatuur is nog te hoog. Er moeten nog een aantal slimme trucs uitgevoerd worden om 
het experiment te verbeteren, en de detectie-methode is ook nog voor verbetering vatbaar. 
In de tijd dat ik dit proefschrift heb geschreven is al weer de nodige voortgang geboekt, 
en zo blijft het experiment evolueren en levert het meer natuurkundige ontwikkelingen en 
inzichten op. 
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Dankwoord 

En toon was het proefschrift af.... Na vier jaar experimenteren en een klein jaar schrijven 
is dit het resultaat. Er staan ongetwijfeld nog steeds fouten in maar ik ben tevreden. Een 
open deur die opnieuw waar bleek te zijn, is dat je een promotie niet alleen doet. Daarom 
wil ik aan aantal mensen bedanken, om te beginnen mijn twee begeleiders. 

Allereerst natuurlijk Ben van Linden van den Heuvell die me destijds na een leuke 
stage vroeg om in zijn groep te blijven werken. Jouw aanpak om elk fysisch probleem 
te simplificeren door het te vergelijken met slingers, fietsers of vliegtuigen hebben mijn 
manier van denken erg beinvloed. Met vrijwel elke vraag die ik aankwam had je ook direkt 
een Mathematica antwoord klaar liggen. Wanneer er feitenkennis nodig was kon ik altijd 
rekenen op Robert Spreeuw. Jouw enorme literatuurkennis is van ongelooflijke invloed 
geweest op het verloop van alle experimenten en verslaggeving. Ook veel dank voor het 
precieze nakijkwerk van dit proefschrift (het zijn toch Glebch-Cordan coëfficiënten?). 

Daarnaast waren er de mensen met wie ik dagenlang (soms tot :s nachts aan toe) in 
de kelder heb doorgebracht. Met jullie heb ik niet alleen heel goed samengewerkt, maar 
hoofdzakelijk dankzij jullie ben ik (meestal) fluitend naar het lab gefietst. Met name met 
Dirk Voigt heb ik heel wat experimentele hobbels gemaakt en overwonnen. Je eigen manier 
van werken leidde vaak tot hilarische momenten. Ook was je de verpersoonlijking van 
de Duitse grondigheid, wat soms botste, maar onze samenwerking bleek uiteindelijk tot 
goede resultaten te leiden. Toen je naar Denemarken was vertrokken besefte ik eigenlijk 
pas dat we best een goed team waren. Tijdens de laatste experimenten heb ik met Ronald 
Cornelussen samengewerkt, die ook al een tegenpool van mij bleek te zijn, maar jouw rust 
heeft ons experiment zeker goed gedaan. Succes met de verhuizing. Volgend jaar weer 
hardlopen in Lunteren? Nandini Bhattacharya joined our group two years ago and did 
a beautiful experiment on quantum computing, ft was a pleasure to work with you and 
I hope we keep on having stampot and curry together. Natuurlijk bedank ik ook de 
studenten Stefan Petra, Esther Schilder en Rik Jansen met wie ik ontzettend veel werk 
verzet heb. Met name wil ik Rik bedanken voor zijn grote bijdrage aan hoofdstuk 5. 
In het staartje van mijn promotie kwamen daar nog Aaldert van Amerongen en Tycho 
Huussen bij: succes! 

Een andere groep van medewerkers aan het experiment waren natuurlijk de jongens 
van de mechanische werkplaats. Met name heb ik samengewerkt met Willem. Floris. Fred, 
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Martin en Jeroen. Jullie hebben een groot deel van de opsteling gebouwd. Ik kon altijd 

binnenlopen voor grote of kleine klussen. Het leuke van deze bezoekjes was dat er altijd 

wel een babbeltje aan vast zat. Dank ook aan de elektronische werkplaats, met name 

Alof. Johan. Flip en Edwin die verscheidene onderdelen gemaakt en gerepareerd hebben 

en die altijd tijd maakten om onze zelf-ontworpen schakelingen te bekritiseren. 

Kan een experiment zonder computers? Nee: en ik was maar wat blij met de systeem-

groep. Een computer bestellen die de volgende dag al werkend op je bureau staat is bijna 

ongeloofwaardig, maar dankzij Mare en Derk lukt dit soort dingen. 

Als je bursaal bent dan betekent dit dat je een groot aantal (9!) contracten krijgt. 

Met mijn vragen en klachten kon ik altijd bij Mariet Bos en Willem van Bloemen terecht. 

Tijdens mijn afstudeerstage werkte ik destijds samen met een aantal mensen aan wie 

het te danken is dat ik plotseling zo enthousiast werd voor experimentele natuurkunde. 

Natuurlijk Cor Snoek, die als enige wist waar al die stoffige apparatuur voor diende en er 

altijd een mooi verhaal bij kende. Alhoewel ik de mooiste anekdotes inmiddels gehoord 

heb, blijken er altijd nog mooiere te bestaan. Ik zal je wonderlijke wereld missen. Ook 

grote schuld hebben mijn twee voorgangers Jeroen Wals en Frederik de Jong. Door 

hen moest ik het beeld dat ik had van de gemiddelde natuurkunde promovendus danig 

bijstellen. 

Het twee-wekelijks quantum collectief was altijd gezellig en een leuke manier om infor

matie uit te wisselen met andere koude groepen van de UvA, VU en AMOLF. Leuke en 

nuttige discussies heb ik hier onder andere gevoerd met Tom. Paul. Norbert, Wim, Igor. 

Kai, Jook, Wolf, Dimitri, Pepijn en Allard. 

Natuurlijk liepen er op het instituut nog veel andere mensen rond net wie ik in meer of 

mindere mate te maken kreeg. Met name wil ik dan bedanken Erik-Paul (potje?), Heidi, 

Irma, Lotty, Ton en Peter, Jorgen, Gilles, Arnold, Ton, Michel, Joost, Jeroen, Klaas, 

Huib, Gijs en vele anderen. 

Buiten het wetenschappelijke leven heb ik altijd enorm veel waarde gehecht aan vrien

den en familie. Met name mijn ouders en naaste vrienden wil ik bedanken omdat jullie 

gezorgd hebben dat ik geworden ben wie ik ben. 

Als laatste bedank ik Nicole, die het meest van mijn gestress te verduren heeft gehad. 

Je hebt me waarschijnlijk vaker vervloekt dan ik me bewust ben. Als ik zeg dat het zonder 

jou niet gelukt was dan roep je dat dat niet waar is, maar dat is het wel. Ga je mee op 

vakantie? 
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